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Repent, then, and turn to
God, so that your sins
may be wiped out, that
times of refreshing may
come from the Lord...
Acts 3:79

•IHiii
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Volleyball
occupied some
people, while
others (below)
sat in the shade
and enjoyed
conversation.

Bethany Brethren in Christ Church, Thomas, Oklahoma

Rural Oklahoma congregation
takes advantage of
opportunities to serve
With a continuing desire to fulfil our stated mission of
"glorifying God through worship, service and evangelism," the Bethany congregation of Thomas, Oklahoma,
has recently added two new ministries to our program.
Both were developed to meet special needs of people in
our small rural town of 1,100.
Harvest in the Oklahoma wheat country is in June.
Custom harvesting crews arrive in the Thomas area after
beginning in Texas, and continue into Kansas and north
as the crop ripens. Several of the congregation's families
are custom harvesters, and their hired crews are in our
services while they are in Oklahoma. Crews come for
harvest from as far away as Mt. Joy, Pa., and are with us
during this busy season.
This is a time of intense activity—crews and area
farmers work long, hard hours to harvest the many thousands of acres of wheat. The Bethany congregation set
aside Sunday afternoon, June 18, in the middle of the
harvest for "Harvest R & R"—Harvest Rest and Renewal. The afternoon began with slow-pitch softball, followed by volleyball and games for younger children.
Table games, conversation and fellowship, and cheering
on the game-players involved all ages in the fun. The
hungry participants enjoyed a hamburger cookout with
salads and desserts. Pastor Charles Rickel concluded the
evening with a vesper meditation on harvest. Approximately 100 persons of all ages enjoyed Harvest R & R.
An influx of German-speaking colonists from central
Mexico into western Oklahoma brought an unexpected
2

and different type of ministry for our congregation.
Entire families began to arrive—spiritually hungry,
materially destitute, and speaking little or no English.
First efforts to help included food baskets and part-time
farm work. School-age children were invited to Sunday
school and Adventure Clubs, and several families began
attending worship services, although they could understand very little English.
In April a unique Sunday school English literacy class
was formed for them, using Laubach literacy materials
and including the reading of Scriptures together in
English. Several families eagerly attend the class, where
they are learning to read, write, and speak English
(including a contemporary version of the Gospel of
John). A nursery attendant who speaks German cares for
their smaller children. The teachers for this new class are
Donald and Shirley Frymire.
Several of these adults have made significant spiritual
decisions for Christ since coming to Bethany, which
have included salvation, the healing of a marriage, and
help for troubled lives.
Our challenge is great—to provide ministry that
addresses the needs of the people in our rural community, and to care for the spiritual growth of our congregation even during the pressure of the busy harvest season.
The Bethany congregation continues to watch for opportunities to serve.
Reported by Barbara Rickel.
Evangelical Visitor
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NE OF THE MOST VIVID
demonstrations of the necessity of intercessory prayer is
reported in Exodus 17. Here the
Israelites defeated the Amalekites as
Joshua fought and Moses prayed.
Until this time God had fought for
the Israelites. In a decisive act of his
sovereign power, God had invoked
each of the plagues which preceded
the Israelites' flight from Egypt.
When the Israelites were trapped
between the Red Sea and the pursuing
Egyptian army, the Lord destroyed
the Egyptians. When the Israelites ran
out of water, the Lord provided water.
When their supply of food was
depleted, the Lord provided manna.
At each crisis along the way in the
exodus from Egypt, God intervened
without any human participation
except symbolic gestures.
But now for the first time Israel
participated with God in his work. In
response to a fierce, unprovoked
attack by marauding Amalekites,
Moses directed Joshua to choose
some men and go out and fight—a
human endeavor which would directly impact the outcome of the battle
(17:9). Moses, by contrast, assigned
to himself a different task. "I will
stand on top of the hill with the staff
of God in my hands" (17:9).
What was Moses doing on the hill?
As we retrace some of his actions up
to this time, the significance of
Moses' staff and upraised hands
becomes clear.
At the burning bush God told
Moses to throw his staff to the
ground. Moses threw down the staff
and it became a snake. At God's
instruction Moses picked it up and it
became an ordinary shepherd's tool
once again (Ex. 4:4-5). In his first
encounter with Pharaoh, Moses
repeated this dramatic transformation.
At God's instruction Moses struck the
Nile River with his staff to start the
plague of water turned to blood (Ex.
4

The necessity
o/prayer m
evangelism
by Warren L. Hoffman

7:14-20). Moses stretched out his
staff and the plague of hail began
(Ex. 9:23). He stretched it out again
and Egypt was inundated with
locusts (Ex. 10:13). When he
stretched out his staff over the Red
Sea, the water divided so that the
Israelites could cross (Ex. 14:16).
When the water supplies were
depleted, Moses struck the rock at
Rephidim with his staff, and water
poured out (Ex. 17:1-7). By this time
this staff was no longer identified as
a shepherd's staff. It had become
"the staff of God" (Ex. 17:9). For
Moses and all of the Israelites, it was
a symbol of the power of God.
The biblical account refers to
Moses' hands less often, but just as
meaningfully. "Then Pharaoh...said
to them, 'Pray to the Lord, for we
have had enough thunder and hail....'
Moses replied, 'When 1 have gone
out of the city, I will spread my
hands in prayer to the Lord.
Moses left Pharaoh and went out of
the city. Then "he spread his hands
toward the Lord; thunder and hail
stopped, and the rain no longer
poured down on the land" (Ex. 9:28-

33). Here Moses clearly used his
hands in a gesture of prayer.
From these prior events we can
determine the significance of Moses'
assignment to stand on the top of the
hill with the "staff of God" in his
hand. Moses' staff had become the
symbol of the power of God. Moses'
upraised hands were a visual representation of prayer. Together, they
signify prayer for the power of God
to be displayed—or what we would
call intercessory prayer.
As the account unfolds we see the
impact of Moses' intercessory
prayer. As long as Moses held up his
hands—that is, as long as Moses was
praying—"Joshua overcame the
Amalekite army with the sword."
Whenever Moses lowered his hands,
the Amalekites prevailed (Ex.
17:11). Moses' prayer was the decisive difference between winning and
losing the battle!

W

ith this victory, Moses and
the Israelites gained an
important new lesson. In
the succeeding verses Moses
explains "something to be rememEvangelical Visitor

bered" in the Israelites' expanding
understanding of God (Ex. 17:1416). These insights can be summarized in three points.
First, we must expect conflict.
Moses prophesied, "The Lord will be
at war against the Amalekites from
generation to generation" (Ex.
17:16). The Amalekites represent the
enemies of God—the world, the
flesh, and the devil. When we are
weak, tired, and lagging behind, they
will attack fiercely and ruthlessly. We
may become overwhelmed by discouragement, depression, fear, anxiety, bitterness, or self-pity. We may
be buffeted by hardships, difficulties,
and setbacks. We may be distracted,
enticed, or ridiculed by friends. We
may be diverted by pleasures, enticements, or lesser tasks. When we are
actively pursuing the plan and purposes of God, we can expect spiritual
challenges of one kind or another.
Second, prayer is an essential
weapon in the battle. Moses clearly
recognized the crucial importance of
intercessory prayer in the victory
over the Amalekites, "For hands
were lifted up to the throne of the
Lord" (Ex. 17:16). As he watched the
ebb and flow of the battle from his
vantage point on the hill, he could
see a direct and immediate relationship between his intercessory prayer
and the outcome of the battle. In that
battle, as in ours, the difference
between victory and defeat depended
on intercessory prayer. Without intercessory prayer the tide of battle turns
against us. With prayer our fighters
press on toward victory.
Third, we learn that when we pray
and fight, we overcome. The Lord
promised Moses, "I will completely
erase the memory of the Amalekites
from under heaven." The Amalekites
were defeated here for the first time
as Moses prayed and Joshua fought.
Throughout its history, Israel applied
this same pattern in subsequent batSeptember 1995

tles—fervent prayers and hard blows,
silent intercession and active exertion. Finally, in the reign of Judah's
King Hezekiah, hundreds of years
later, Moses' prophecy was fulfilled
(1 Chr. 4:41-43). The Amalekites
were exterminated, as God had
promised, once and for all.

W

endeavors and become the normative
pattern for our prayers.
But it is eye-opening to observe
that the overwhelming majority of
New Testament prayer related to
evangelism is radically different from
our own! With the best intentions and
with fervor and persistence we pray
for evangelism, but with much less
effectiveness than we might because
we are not praying in the biblical
way.
Have you ever examined the biblical prayers for evangelism? Nineteen New Testament prayer requests
can be found which pertain specifi-

hen we learn to combine
intercessory prayer with
active exertion, we will
prevail in spiritual conflict. The
unseen forces of Satan will be routed
and we will overcome! Nowhere is
this more true than in the fierce,
intense battle for
men and women,
••••••••••••••n
boys and girls in
The Bible assures us that when we
evangelism.
The work of inter- pray, God answers. The Apostle John
cessory prayer is
writes, "This is the assurance we
absolutely crucial to
have in approaching God: that if we
the success of any
ask anything according to his will, he
evangelistic initiative. Without it,
hears us. And if we know that he
every other human
hears us—whatever we ask—we know
effort to evangelize
that we have what we asked of him. "
will fail.
The Bible assures wmmmmmmmmmmm
us that when we
pray, God answers. The Apostle John cally to the work of evangelism.
From among them we can identify
writes, "This is the assurance we
twelve particular requests. In a suchave in approaching God: that if we
ask anything according to his will, he ceeding article we will look at them,
one at a time.
hears us. And if we know that he
hears us—whatever we ask—we
To be continued in the
know that we have what we asked of
November Visitor.
him" (1 John 5:14-15).
But God's promise to answer our
prayers is given to us on the condition that we pray "according to his
will." This means that our prayers are
most effective when we pray in
From The Secret of the Harvest, by Waragreement with the revealed purposren Hoffman. Presently bishop of the Atlantic
es of God.
and Southeast Conferences, Warren wrote out
of his experiences as pastor in Oklahoma
At least twelve different evangeCity. His book, which is an excellent resource
listic prayers (or requests for prayer)
for congregational evangelism, is available
are recorded in the New Testament.
from Christian Light Bookstores or Evangel
These biblical prayers express the
Publishing House, P.O. Box 189, Nappanee,
revealed will of God for evangelistic IN 46550.
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leaders of March for Jesus USA, during
which we laid plans for an unprecedented
prayer event. On October 21, in more
than 500 U.S. cities (and in scores more
in Latin America and Great Britain), citywide prayer rallies for revival and world
evangelization will take place simultaneously.
Are we presumptuous to attempt such
a thing? Not at all.
The movement of prayer toward spiritual awakening is already underway. Our
churches are multiplying countless Christians w h o are a b o u n d i n g with " h o p e
against hope." October
21 will simply be one
more opportunity for this
miraculous work of God
to e x p r e s s itself w i t h
"explicit agreement and
visible union in extraordinary prayer,"
as
Jonathan Edwards wrote
a b o u t the c o n c e r t s of
prayer in his own day.

Our hope is at hand
by David Bryant
Virtually everywhere I travel, Christian leaders are telling me that the great
need of their people is to be renewed by
God with a spirit of hope. And for good
r e a s o n : T h e r e are o m i n o u s signs all
around us.
Recently, U.S. News and World Report
r e p o r t e d on " s p i r i t u a l A m e r i c a " and
wrote of a nation deeply divided over the
role of religion in society. Spiritual pursuits are increasingly excluded from public life, and our troubled nation is beset by
violent crime, broken families and deteriorating cities.
We are, according to Lance Morrow, a
"country out of control," sinking under
the weight of "drugs, crime and what has
become a morally borderless wandering."
Moreover, as many have documented, a
"satanic revival" had emerged today that
is exacerbating these destructive trends.
Because of these things the church
often feels paralyzed, overwhelmed, and
impotent. We find a certain amount of
comfort in circling our wagons at times,
pumping each other up with a few good
stories of breakthroughs that others have
experienced.

Prayer: God's
Strategy for Revival
Conference with David Bryant

Saturday, Nov. 4,1995
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
The Grantham ChurchGrantham, Pa.

Concert of Prayer
with David Bryant

Sunday, Nov. 5,1995
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Brubaker Auditorium
Messiah College
Grantham, Pa.
6

Yet we remain tentative about the
prospect of experiencing major spiritual
breakthroughs ourselves. Exhausted, confused, disappointed and fearful, we are
bent on survival, not revival.
I bring you good news. Once more the
Spirit of God is inciting rampant hope
throughout the body of
Christ—and it is hope for
nothing less than national and worldwide revival.
O v e r t h e p a s t 10
years, I h a v e w a t c h e d
millions of people rise up
to proclaim this hope, to
pray and prepare for a
massive spiritual awakening to Christ. I've met
with
thousands
of
t e e n a g e r s w h o believe
this awakening is coming. I've spent days in prayer and fasting
with hundreds of leaders who are embracing this revival.

He who has
inspired his
people to pray
kingdom-sized
prayers will
not fail to
answer us.

I've listened to the cries of repentance
and the prayers of nearly half a million
Christians gathered in citywide prayer
rallies around the world. I've worked
with dozens of coalitions—denominational, evangelistic, social, political, multiethnic and youth—who confess the only
hope they have is for a dynamic invasion
of Christ into his church to conquer us
afresh and propel us into the battle.
I've ministered to thousands of pastors who long to preach the hope of a
Christ-centered revival so that faith might
come to those who hear their words. They
desire for their people to be set on fire
and become messengers of hope in every
part of society.
All of these share a firm conviction
that God is willing, able and ready to
overthrow the status quo both inside and
outside our churches in answer to the
united prayers of the saints. They believe
God will do so through nothing less than
a personal, national and worldwide outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
I've just returned from a meeting with

The whole movement
of prayer is a gift from
God. And he w h o has
begun this good work will "carry it on to
c o m p l e t i o n " (Phil. 1:6). He w h o has
inspired his people to pray kingdom-sized
prayers will not fail to answer us.
Recently, 100 pastors f r o m several
states in the Southeast met together for
three days of prayer for revival. At the
conclusion they entered into a written
covenant, which stated in part: "We are
full of hope and confidence that Jesus is
coming in revival...bringing glory back
to himself through the church."
Does this reflect the longing and hope
in your heart for your church or city or
nation? Do you see what they see—a
coming revival? Are you prepared to seek
God for it until it comes?
Let us join together right now to "hope
against hope." For truly, our hope is at
hand.

David Bryant is the founder and president
of Concerts of Prayer International and the
chairman of the National Prayer Committee.
His latest book. The Hope at Hand: National and World Revival for the 21st Century,
has just been released by Baker Book House.
Evangelical Visitor

Cod prepares central
Pennsylvania for revival
by Curt Byers
At the recent Brethren in Christ pastors and spouses' retreat, David Mains,
who has made the study of revival a life
work, listed the trends and movements
which he saw pointing to an impending
national revival of historic proportions.
Several of those trends have begun to
impact central Pennsylvania. These are
March for Jesus, the Pastors' Prayer Summit, and Promise Keepers. Another, the
Concert of Prayer movement, will have
its first major exposure in central Pennsylvania in November of this year.
March for Jesus has brought together
up to tens of thousands of Christians in
major cities around the world to simply
walk through city streets, praying for revival, singing praise to God, and demonstrating unity in the p r o c l a m a t i o n of
Christ's lordship. Both Harrisburg and
Lancaster have had marches over the past
few years that brought together Christians and c h u r c h e s w h i c h had n e v e r
worked together before, for the one task
of proclaiming to humans and spiritual
authorities Christ's right of rulership over
their cities.
The Pastors' Prayer Summit movement brings pastors from many different
denominations and theological streams
together for three days of largely unstructured worship of God, intercession for
their churches, and prayer for personal
and regional revival. Harrisburg area pastors convened the first central Pennsylvania Pastors' Prayer Summit in 1994.
The steering committee chosen after the
1995 S u m m i t i n c l u d e s t w o A f r i c a n American pastors; pastors f r o m York,
Lancaster, and Gettysburg; and a Brethren in Christ pastor. The pastors meet for
three hours of prayer twice a month.
David Mains does not view the Promise Keepers movement as just "significant." He singled out Promise Keepers
as perhaps the movement that will supply
the spark that ignites into a blaze of
revival the already smoldering tinder supplied by the other movements described
above. Several central Pennsylvania
September 1995

churches took more than one hundred of
their men, usually with their pastors, to
standing-room-only meetings in Detroit,
W a s h i n g t o n , and A t l a n t a s t a d i u m s .
Promise Keepers calls men to fidelity to
their commitments to God, their wives
and children, and their churches, and very
specifically to the support of their past o r s . P e r s o n s w h o are
unsaved are called to conversion, and others are
called to a new depth of
c o m m i t m e n t to J e s u s
Christ.

a powerful outpouring of God in central
Pennsylvania. However, whether or not
this happens immediately, they hope that
this event, and the conference on strategic
prayer to be held Saturday, Nov. 4, 1995,
at the Grantham Church, will galvanize
dozens of local churches to designate
prayer coordinators. In addition to organizing prayer ministries in their own congregations, these persons will help to create a regional network of prayer coordinators who will encourage concerted
prayer for revival in central Pennsylvania.
If you live within driving distance of
Messiah College, plan to attend both the
Saturday c o n f e r e n c e and the Sunday
evening Concert of Prayer.
Also encourage your congregational leaders to make
these events a major focus
of your fall church program,
and to start a prayer ministry in your church if you
do not currently have one.
It is of historical significance that there are so many
national movements devoted to a call to prayer and
revival. It is equally significant that these national
m o v e m e n t s are each a i m i n g to have
impact at the grass roots level of regions
and congregations, and that they so clearly transcend historic denominational,
doctrinal, and even racial differences.
God is doing great things in central
Pennsylvania. If God is doing similar
things in your area (and it is quite likely
that he is), you need to know about them,
and you and your church need to be a
part of them. If your community is not
involved yet, consider what you might
do to encourage local churches to come
together to pray for God to bring revival
to your area also.
Our nation should not be asked to suffer the apathy of the North American
church any longer. God is on the move.
Let us be confident that we are discerningly committed to moving with him to
whatever destination he chooses, at whatever cost, and with w h a t e v e r c o n s e quence.

If God is
doing similar
things in your
area, you need
to know about
them, and be
a part of them.

One other national
movement cited by David
Mains was the Concert of
Prayer movement, which
h a s b e e n f o u n d e d and
directed largely by one
man, David Bryant. A
C o n c e r t of P r a y e r is a
two- to three-hour structured prayer meeting for revival locally and nationally, and
for the completing of the task of world
evangelization. It is sponsored by a consortium of churches in a given area. Concerts of Prayer have been held in most
major U.S. cities, often with attendance
measured in the thousands. Currently
Bryant is focusing on leading concerts of
prayer in major world cities. In the Concert of Prayer movement a passion to
reach the lost around the world comes
together with a heightened sense of the
urgency, priority, and necessity of united,
strategic prayer for revival.

Pastors attending the 1995 Central
Pennsylvania Pastors' Prayer Summit
agreed to invite David Bryant to conduct
a Concert of Prayer for central Pennsylvania to be held at Messiah College on
Nov. 5, 1995. Based on past experience
in prayer events and the prominence of
the Concert of Prayer movement, the
steering committee anticipates a standing-room-only crowd at Messiah's Brubaker auditorium.
The steering committee hopes that the
Concert of Prayer itself is a contributor to

Curt Byers is Pastor of Congregational
Care and Outreach for the Grantham Brethren in Christ Church.
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Seven reasons why we are
going to Philadelphia
(and why you should, too)
by Rod White
are a m o n g the b r e t h r e n e q u i p p e d to
respond.

My wife Gwen was wondering today
if we should arrange the boxes of books
in the family room more artfully as they
awaited the day to be loaded into the
moving van. That way someone might
be more inclined to buy our house. These
kind of discussions are what help reality
sink in—we are actually getting ready for
the big move f r o m rural Waynesboro,
Pa., to the heart of urban Philadelphia.
For us, that reality looms quite large.
Our new house is a few blocks from what
people call a ghetto, not a cornfield. Our
church has yet to be planted and is not
over fifty years old, like Fairview Avenue
Brethren in Christ. Our work is relatively new to us, and rather new to the Brethren in Christ of the last twenty years.
When people are sent on a mission to
face a big reality, they need a big support
system behind them. We hope to enlist
you as a praying member of our support
team through this article. We'll load the
van and go to the mission field in Philadelphia; you pray and 'go with us' in the
ways God calls you.
Here are seven reasons we are going
to what many people call "the city!?" I
hope they are sufficient reasons for you to
"go with us" as a part of our support system.
1. The call
Although we don't feel adequate for
the assignment in many ways, we can't
seem to shake the compulsion to enter
the urban mission field. We believe God
has a plan for us in Philadelphia. Through
a remarkable series of "coincidences" and
confirmations, including a direct conviction during our 1994 General Conference,
we have been convinced of our direction.
The Brethren in Christ have repeatedly
been called to get more involved in more
urban centers, as a whole; we think we
8

2. The need
There are needs everywhere, of course,
but in the city there are often a concentration of them. For instance, at the high
school a block away from our new home,
45 percent of the students come f r o m
families on welfare. During the year after
metal detectors were installed at school
entrances in Philadelphia, over 1,000
weapons were confiscated. People nepd
to know Jesus and be discipled in his
way. Nothing is going to change in the
world unless Jesus goes to where the
needs are. He has shown us where he
wants to go to be known and to touch
others with love and healing through us.
The Brethren in Christ distinctives offer
just what people need. People need to
l e a r n t h e m . T h e y n e e d to see t h e m
demonstrated. We want to discover how
to deliver the goods.
3. The opportunity
The fields are white for harvest in the
city. (1) In general terms, the ongoing
urbanization of the world has formed the
largest mission field of our generation in
our cities. We want to be where the most
lost people can be reached. (2) The church
has "suburbanized" in recent history and
the evacuation of Christians—especially
white Christians—and their resources has
created a need for more centers of discipleship and service. (3) "Generation X "
(people in their 20s) appreciates the city
more than other generations. This is the
most unreached age-group of our society. We hope to plant churches suitable
for them. The Brethren in Christ happen
to have potential "Xer" co-workers in this
cause being trained at our Messiah campus at Temple University in Philadelphia.
We also have years of international student ministry in Philadelphia among Xers
that could use a church base.
4. The network
We take heart in knowing that we are
far f r o m being alone in our hope and

vision. We have been delighted to meet
people who have been praying for a new
Brethren in Christ work to begin in Philadelphia for years. People at MessiahPhiladelphia have bent over backwards
to be encouraging. The denomination's
Leadership Council voted in April to
supply beginning funding for the project
from Cooperative Ministries, administered through the Atlantic Conference.
The Atlantic Conference Board of Evangelism and Church Planting (BECP) has
approved an urban church feasibility
study, with the aim to develop a plan for
an urban church planting in Philadelphia.
The Atlantic BECP will review the plan
and make a decision to upgrade the project to a church planting or to discontinue
the study. In the confidence that everything will fall into place, we are pressing
forward.
In just six " d a y s - o f f ' from Waynesboro spent in Philadelphia and only four
months of networking, we have made
many friends and discovered many potential coworkers. Our sister church, the Mennonites, have welcomed us into their support network. Our old friends in Young
Life have welcomed us, as well. We think
the many established Brethren in Christ
churches nearby in Pennsylvania will be
invaluable sources of encouragement;
several have already proven to be.
5. The vision
Our first step is to plant one healthy,growing church in the Center City area of
Philadelphia./)ur structure will be based
on the p o p u l a r small g r o u p of "cell
church" models that have successfully
grown disciples in many settings. Ultimately, our dream is to becoYne a "network" of interconnected congregation's
that represent the Brethren in Christ
vision .of discipleship for the twenty-first
century in every major area of Philadelphia. We hope to become one city-wide
church meeting in many locations, crossing cultural and ethnic lines, united in
prayer, evangelism, mutual care and service, devoted to radical discipleship that
can tackle the problems of racial reconEvangelical Visitor

ciliation, building community in a sea of
violence and family breakdown, creating
economic opportunity for people who
have been left out, participating in the
cross-denominational unity that can show
Christ to this generation.
6. The partners
We would not undertake this mission
without partners. Jeff and Beth Garis will
be joining us in January of 1996. Others
are contemplating the move. We are sure
God is calling still others to become part
of the team. Many times we have talked
to people who are moved about what we
hope to accomplish. From these enthusiastic people we expect God to keep drawing together a powerful collection of coworkers.
Many have already become partners
in prayer. If you are a gifted intercessor or
would like to be one of our prayer partners, please contact us at one of the addresses below. You will receive a monthly prayerletter. Write: The Philadelphia
Network, 2026 North Broad St., Philadelphia PA, 19121, or contact us by e-mail:

RandGWhite@aol.com. Simply tell us,
"I want to be a prayer partner," and include your name and address.
7. The adventure
Nothing is more valuable to us than
doing to the best of our ability what God
wants us to do. Nothing is more interesting to us than attempting to make full use
of the gifts we have been given. Nothing
is more satisfying than seeing a long-term
vision come into reality. So we think
moving to Philadelphia will be a lot of
fun. It will mean a lot of heartache and
trial, too; we're sure of that. But it will
also mean the joy of running as hard as
we can after the prize set before us. For
us, it is a version of "selling all to buy the
field in which the treasure is buried." It
will stretch our children (Jacob is 16,
Luke 15, Joel and Ben are 12). But we
have argued, "Why go on a summer teen
mission trip, when you can live in teen
mission at 4635 Spruce Street in West
Philadelphia?" They are challenged, but
willing. We know the adventure will be
another blessing for our family, too.

Light
Blindness

by Ralph F. Wilson

My mother is going blind. What was
once a tiny black hole in her vision grew
until she could no longer see out of that
eye. Now the same blackness has begun
in her other eye. But she knows what it is
to see, and in her m i n d ' s eye she can
visualize the f a c e s and f l o w e r s and
waterfalls of a lifetime.
One day Jesus came across a man
who had never ever seen. He had been
born blind. He had never looked at his
own hand, w o n d e r e d at fingerprints,
watched his fingers flex, cleaned the dirt
from under his fingernails. He was utterly, totally blind.
P e r h a p s he is at t h e s i d e of a
J e r u s a l e m street b e g g i n g , his cloak
spread out to catch the coins that the
merciful might drop in his lap.
"Night is coming," Jesus says to his
disciples as they pause, "but I am the
light of the world."
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And then Jesus, ever compassionate,
kneels down. The blind man d o e s n ' t
know what is happening. He hears someone scratching in the earth
and then spitting. Suddenly
he feels Jesus' finger gently
touching his closed eyes, covering his eyelids with warm,
moist mud. What is this?
"Go wash in the Pool of
Siloam," Jesus tells him, and helps him
to his feet. The pool is close, so he
makes his way down the cobbled street,
one hand carefully feeling along a wall,
the other stretched out into the darkness
beyond.
"So the man went and washed," the
Bible records, "and came home seeing."
Imagine it. Your twenty-seven-yearold blind son yanks open the front door,
and strides into the living room. "Mom,"
he shouts, "I can see." Tears stream
down his cheeks as he embraces his
mother.
"Jacob!" she calls out, "Our Simon
can see! He can see!"
Who is this one who heals? Who is
this one who kneels next to a beggar and
gently touches his eyes? Who is he?
A few days later Jesus approaches
Simon on the street. "Do you believe in
the Son of God?" Jesus asks.

Did any or all of these reasons convince you to go with us? We hope so.
We need you. We are very serious about
the need for your prayers. What's more,
the ministry will be costly—not only in
dollars, but in human resources—so we
will need ongoing expressions of love.
We feel very vulnerable. What's more,
the mission field to which we go is notoriously difficult and the generation hardened, so the spiritual warfare will need a
lot of backup. We look forward to hearing from you, especially if you want to
offer your prayer support. You'll be hearing from us again, too. But not until all
the b o x e s are packed and the van is
unloaded in Philadelphia.

Rod and Gwen While have lived in
Waynesboro, Pa., for the past four years, with
Rod serving as senior pastor at the Fairview
Avenue Brethren in Christ Church. Prior to
that they lived in California, where he pastored the Riverside congregation.

Simon remembers that voice and the
words, I am the Light of the World. He
looks up—for the first time—into the
Master's face. "Who is he? Tell me so
that I may believe in him."
"You now behold him," Jesus says.
"He is the one speaking with you."
"Lord, I believe," says Simon, and
drops to his knees in worship.
Some self-righteous Pharisees sneer
at the Master and the man kneeling in
the dust. Jesus looks in their direction.
"For judgment I have come into this
world," he says, "so that the blind will
see, and those who see will b e c o m e
blind.... If you were blind, you would
not be guilty of sin, but now that you
claim you can see, your guilt remains."
Interesting. The blind see, and the
self-righteous become blind.
Which are you? One who has groped
about in darkness for much of your life,
just now beginning to glimpse the Light
of the World? Or one of the self-righteous, sneering cynics, who wouldn't recognize God's Son if he stood in front of
your eyes?
Light, darkness. Blind, seeing.
Jesus.

Ralph F. Wilson lives in Rocklin, Calif.
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Report on Brethren in Christ
Historical Society's 1995 Annual Meeting

A feast for body
and spirit
T h e r e ' s s o m e t h i n g to be said f o r
aging. And on that Saturday evening in
June, as I listened to Brother Charlie
Byers give his first-person account of
what it had been like to attend traditional
love feasts from childhood to adulthood,
I felt f o r t u n a t e that tucked way back
among other childhood memories was a
faint recollection of being there at one of
the last love feasts at Ringgold.
Franklin County, Pennsylvania, was
both the location and the focus of the
1995 annual meeting of the Brethren in
Christ Historical Society as participants
told about the people and places which
were important in the life and development of the church in that area. The June
24 meeting began at Ringgold, just south
of the Mason-Dixon Line, where more
than 100 people gathered in the historic
meeting house to hear archivist E. Morris
Sider talk a b o u t t h e s y m b o l i s m and
m e a n i n g of t h e
design and furnishing of the building,
the s e c o n d o l d e s t
meeting house of the
R i v e r B r e t h r e n in
this area (New Guilf o r d , no l o n g e r
s t a n d i n g , w a s the
first). He explained
the old order of worship that was common, with men seated on one side and
women on the other,
h a v i n g entered the
church by separate
d o o r s . D e t a i l s of
which church leaders sat w h e r e , and
who would preach when and on what topics, were also highlighted. Following the
session, people were permitted to tour the
attic, which served as sleeping quarters
during love feasts, and the basement,
where tables had been set with the minimal utensils common to a love feast meal.
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Martin Schrag, Messiah College professor emeritus in History of Christianity,
also gave a report on his research into the
life and writings of Christian Lesher,
whose letters and papers while a minister
and bishop convey much of what we
know of River Brethren thought of that
time (1775-1856). Lesher's writings provide a larger volume of material than all
other surviving documents of the period
combined. [Schrag's research is reported
more comprehensively in the April 1995
issue of Brethren in Christ History and
Life.}
In the late a f t e r n o o n the m e e t i n g
moved to the Air Hill Church. In marked
contrast to the starkness of the building at
Ringgold, we now sat in the comfort of
padded pews in an air-conditioned sanctuary. That contrast was mirrored many
times over as Avery and Eunice Zook
shared the fruit of their research on the

development of the church in Franklin
County in a creative and instructional
slide presentation. The period from 18701895 saw ten congregations developed
and meeting houses built. This was an
unparalleled period of growth for the
church. Only four more congregations
were added to the denomination in the
county from 1895-1950 and an additional
four from 1950 to the present. Pictures of
the old buildings were accompanied by
photographs of early pastors and leaders,
tracing some of the River Brethren families who settled in the Cumberland Valley
and were instrumental in the establishment of the church. Only a few slides pictured some of the programs which came
along later, such as Sunday school and
daily vacation Bible school. At the end
of each congregation's history came a current picture with the comment, ' A n d this
is what the ___ Church looks like today."
This slide-and-script
history would be well
worth "taking on the
r o a d " to individual
church groups.
The next item on
the p r o g r a m w a s a
traditional love feast
m e a l p r e p a r e d and
served by women and

Top: Attendants entering the Ringgold Meeting House for the afternoon program.
Above: The love feast meal was
served at the Air Hill church.
Right: Members obtaining Historical
Society books and tapes at the
annual meeting.
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men of the Air Hill congregation under
the direction of Eunice Zook. According
to historical pattern, we should have been
able to smell the coffee brewing by the
end of the afternoon session, but the modern church building with its tight insulation and protective fire doors did not permit that bit of nostalgia. What the lovely,
large fellowship hall did permit was that
all 260 of us were seated at the same time
to a true feast—a composite menu from
typical love feasts in different places: beef
noodle soup with crackers, white and
brown bread with butter and apple butter,
p i c k l e d beets and c u c u m b e r pickles,
stewed apples with raisins (a combination
we still call " l o v e - f e a s t f r u i t " in our
home), coffee, and a choice of pies from
shoofly, Montgomery, and crumb (are
you hungry yet?). Some feasters noted the
absence of the cubes of sharp cheese and
bologna which they remembered; others
had to be instructed that the inclusion of
pie came in deference to our Canadian
archivist. Both the tasty food and the generous spirit in which it was served gave
credit to the generations of women and
men who worked behind the scenes in
humble service to God and to their brothers and sisters.
It was gratifying to see young people
and families with young children sprinkled throughout the crowd. One young
man traveled from Chicago for the meeting; others came f r o m Ontario, Ohio,
Florida, and West Virginia in addition to
Pennsylvania and Maryland.
After a few items of business from
historical society officers and an introduction to the Cumberland Valley Mennonite Heritage Center by its curator, Roy
S h o w a l t e r , the e v e n i n g s e s s i o n w a s
devoted to story-telling. In his reminiscences, introduced at the beginning of
this report, f o r m e r bishop Charlie B.
Byers read a clipping from the May 14,
1903, Chambersburg Public Opinion, the
m o r n i n g n e w s p a p e r of the time. The
headline states, "River Brethren Turn to
Air Hill Love Feast," and the subheading
reads, "First Day of Session Witnessed
One of Largest Gatherings on Record,
Great Assembly [General Conference] in
Lancaster County Attracting Many
Preachers from the West—One Thousand
Dined."
Ruth Dourte gave highlights in the life
and service of J. Lester Myers, both here
and in Africa. This family endured such
disasters as the burning of the brooder
house (the family source of support), the
loss of Myers' hand in a farm machine
(some people considered his subsequent
option of an "everyday" utilitarian prosSeptember 1995

thetic hook or a "dress-up" gloved artificial hand, prideful), and his death along
the highway when struck by a vehicle
while changing a tire on his way to preach
a series of meetings. Sons Lester and
Daniel remember that their father didn't
play ball with them, as other fathers did;
he was always reading and studying for
sermons when he wasn't working. But

they accepted that as part of the call from
God upon the family, and it seems to have
engendered respect rather than resentment
in the sons.
H. Frank Kipe ended the evening with
his memories of a number of early church
leaders in the county, persons who persisted in the face of hardship and failure,
who used their energy and creativity in

Program for a Study Conference on
"Exploring the Brethren in Christ Identity"
Sponsored

by the Center for Brethren in Christ

November 3-4, 1995, at Messiah

Studies

College

Friday, N o v e m b e r 3

Morning Sesson: 9:00 a.m.-Noon

Lane Hostetter, Chair
Morris Sider, "Why Are We Here?"
Harvey Sider, "The Brethren in Christ Vision: Past, Present, Future"
Break
Luke Keefer, Jr., "The Three Streams in Our Heritage: Separate or Parts
of a Whole?"
Leonard Chester, Response to papers
Discussion
Noon Lunch (College dining room)

Afternoon Session: 1:30-4:30 p.m.

Martha Starr, Chair
John Yeatts and Ron Burwell, "Who Are the Brethren in Christ?
A Study in Demographics"
Audience: Testimonies and stories about being Brethren in Christ
Break
Samuel Brubaker, "The Brethren in Christ and Acculturation"
Kent Byer, Response to papers
Discussion
Dinner (College dining room)

Evening Session: 7:00-9:00p.m.

Amy Yeatts, Chair
David Zercher, "Brethren in Christ Openness to Truth/New Ideas
(Examination of the Owen Alderfer Thesis)"
Audience: Testimonies and stories about being Brethren in Christ
Jeff Garis, "The Brethren in Christ as a Small Denomination:
Values and Problems of Being Small"
Doneen Dourte, Response to papers
Discussion
Saturday, November 4

Morning Session: 9:00 a.m.-Noon
Donald Shafer, Chair
Naomi Stambaugh, "Brethren in Christ Principles and Practices of
Community (Brotherhood/Sisterhood)"
Bonnie Frey, Response to paper
Discussion
Daniel Chamberlain, "Observations and Counsel"
Communion
Noon lunch (College dining room)

Meals are available at Messiah College and surrounding restaurants. Lodging
may be found in area motels and hotels, possibly also in some homes.
Pre-registration, which is required, must be mailed to the Center no later than
October 23. For registration information and forms, please contact E. Morris
Sider, Director of the Center for Brethren in Christ Studies, Messiah College,
Grantham, PA 17027; telephone (717) 691-6048.
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the service of God. He told of his grandfather, traveling over the mountain to
preach in Martinsburg in a not-altogetherreliable vehicle. When he got to the top of
the mountain, he cut down a tree and tied
it to the back of the car to control his
speed as he descended!

Face-off
with a dog
by Paul Hostetler
I should have stayed in
bed that morning.
In the first place, I
stubbed my bare toe and barked my
shins on a misplaced stool in the
kitchen. Then I poured milk into my
orange juice glass. As for corn flakes,
they tasted even more like sawdust (or
straw) than usual, and the milk was
borderline sour.
Lela and I were at Macha Mission,
a large church-hospital-school complex operated by the Brethren in
Christ some 40 bumpy gravel miles
from Choma, Zambia. My job was
carpentry, and Lela's was secretarial.
Our first six-week stint of voluntary service was at Sikalongo Mission,
about 24 miles on even worse roads in
another direction from Choma. Our
next stay of two months at Macha was
to be followed by a week of work at
the Nahumba Mission, near Choma,
before returning stateside.
Having completed breaking my
fast, I walked to the large combined
workshop and storage shed to look for
a particular piece of lumber. After
searching through varied stacks and
piles I decided, as was often necessary, to make do with something else.
Leaving the shop with the intention
of walking to the new house I was
working on, I became involved in still
another negative situation. Joshua,
eight-year-old son of missionaries
Dean and Ann Marie Parry, came running and crying toward Winnie Worman, another missionary. He was on
his way to school when a small pack
of three or four dogs chased him.
Winnie picked up a stick and disappeared around the corner of another
building or some tall grass—or
both—to chase away the dogs. I soon
heard snarling and barking, and then
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It has been said that you can't drive a
car very safely and effectively if your
gaze is fixed on the rear view minor. That
is certainly true. But it is also true that
looking in the rear view mirror from time
to time is important if we are to arrive
safely at our destination. Thanks to His-

Winnie came running back. The
k dogs were out of sight. She breathI lessly reported to me that the dogs
m had chased her also.
/
My honor as noble defender of
|
women and children was at stake.
Picking up a larger stick, 1 walked
toward the dogs. As I was
approaching the corner beyond
which they were waiting, my thoughts
went back to the U.S. and Dr. John
Spurrier. He had advised us on our
medical needs before we set out for
Zambia. Among his requirements was
a shot for Hepatitis B.
"If you come to my house," he
suggested, "I will give you the shots.
In that way you can save the cost of
an office call with your own doctor."
We accepted his kind offer and
showed up on the appointed day. He
instructed me to drop my trousers so
that he could make the injection in my
"upper thigh." As he stood there,
holding the needle, he warned me that
"this is going to hurt a little." John
was smiling, but I wasn't. His needle
looked a foot long, and its diameter
appeared at least the size of a soda
straw. He was right—the shot hurt.
He also strongly advised us to have
shots for rabies. "There are always
stray dogs at Macha, and some of
them have rabies." To our dismay, the
series of rabies shots would have been
$300 for each of us. Because of this
cost, we asked Dr. Spurrier to let us
forego the rabies injections. "We have
both had very meaningful, happy
lives, and are at the 'three score years
and ten' milestone. We prefer to take
the risk." He looked at us thoughtfully, and finally nodded his consent.
These thoughts were in my mind as
I walked. At that moment I regretted
our decision to bypass the rabies needles, regardless of cost and pain.
When I turned the corner, the dogs
were waiting. The lead dog was big.
He must have been part wolf, part bull
mastiff, and part of something larger.
His head and ears were up, his shoul-

torical Society chairman Lane Hostetter
and his committee for allowing many of
us such an informative and inspirational
glance at people and places of the Franklin County church on this day in June—
reported by Esther Spurrier, with Martha
Long and Esther Ebersole.

der hairs bristled, and his tail was not
wagging. Saliva was dripping from
his open jaws (or was it foam?). He
looked at me with baleful eyes and
snarled. The other dogs waited right
behind him.
The hair on my head was almost
certainly standing at attention. I was
scared, but I kept advancing. I prayed
a panic prayer something like the
Apostle Peter's "Lord, save me!"
when he had a sinking feeling.
Oh, how I wished for the physical
presence of John Spurrier. John stands
at six-feet-five-inches, and tips the
scales at 240. Such mass would surely
strike fear into the heart of the
biggest, most brutish canine. At that
moment my weight was less than 150
pounds and that angry hound seemed
to be looking down on me.
It was "now or never." I lurched
toward the menacing beast, yelling at
the top of my lungs and swinging my
stick with desperation-generated
force. For one terrible moment the
dog stood his ground, but then, when I
was only a few steps from him, he
wheeled and fled.
I stooped to pick up a baseballsized stone, and flung it at the fleeing
pack. That stone whizzed past the lead
dog (only missing him by six feet)
and he kicked his transmission into
overdrive. I stopped and watched him
and his cohorts—their heads and tails
down, yelping in defeat—until they
ran out of sight.
It was a great moment. I thanked
God for deliverance. I could have
composed a hymn, including lyrics as
long as the 32 lines Moses and the
Israelites sang when Pharaoh's army
perished in the Red Sea.
I walked back to Joshua and Winnie. "Were you able to chase away the
dogs?" they anxiously asked.
"Nothing to it," I assured them.
Paul and Lela Hostetler are residents
of Messiah Village, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.
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ATTENTION,

WOMEN!

Adopt-AClub
by Edith E. Miller

Summer is over and many of you are
r e s u m i n g your W o m e n ' s F e l l o w s h i p
activities for another year. I ' d like to
invite you to seriously consider reaching
b e y o n d your local i n v o l v e m e n t s and
include women on the other side of the
world through an A d o p t - A - C l u b program.
You may remember in the November
1993 issue of the Evangelical Visitor a
description of Homemakers' Clubs of the
Brethren in Christ Church in Zambia. The
concluding paragraph of that article was:
"The next time the W o m e n ' s Fellowship
of your church meets, could you take a
few minutes to pray for your Zambian
sisters?" Now I ' m suggesting that you go
even further than that and adopt a specific club with whom you can interact on a
more personal level.
The scheme has been set out as follows:
The purpose is to link together a Brethren in Christ w o m e n ' s group in North
America and a Brethren in Christ Homemakers' Club in Zambia with the view
of developing a sisterly relationship. This
relationship would involve: (a) a commitment to pray for the sister group in
response to prayer requests; (b) correspondence between the two groups; and
(c) a limited amount of material aid from
North America with the potential of handcrafts being supplied from Zambia.
If your W o m e n ' s Fellowship would
choose to adopt a Zambian Homemakers' Club, what would you be expected to
do?
1. Pray for the H o m e m a k e r s ' Club in
Zambia on a regular basis.
2. Initiate and maintain correspondence
with the Homemakers' Club with letters (three to four times per year) of
encouragement, confirmation of prayer
support, and i n f o r m a t i o n about
church, w o m e n ' s fellowship, family
and individual activities.
3. Supply the Homemakers' Club with
sewing materials (mainly notions, yarn
and crochet thread) on a limited basis
September 1995

Handcrafts displayed at a recent Women's

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

not to exceed $25 in value per year as
approved by the W o m e n ' s Coordinator in Zambia.
Provide the W o m e n ' s Ministries Fund
in Zambia with a proportionate contribution for supplies sent: $1 for
every $5 value.
Offer to buy handcrafts produced by
the Homemakers' Club.
Pay the postage costs if the Homemakers' Club produces handcrafts.
Supply other goods on a limited basis
(as approved by the Coordinator) such
as money for vernacular Bibles for
club members and money for fabric
to make children's clothing.
Keep the W o m e n ' s Coordinator informed of your interaction.

What will your adopted club be expected to do in return?
1. Pray for its sister group in North America and provide prayer requests for the
sister group.
2. Respond to letters from the sister group,
reporting answers to prayer and providing information about club, church,
family, and individual activities.
3. Get approval from the Women's Coordinator for requests for supplies from
North America.
4. Report to the sister group when supplies have been received and how they
have been used.
5. P r o d u c e h a n d c r a f t s that would be
appreciated and purchased by the sister group.
6. Provide the W o m e n ' s Coordinator
with an annual report of the interaction
with sister group.
Redland Valley (in Pennsylvania) and
H a m o n d e (in Z a m b i a ) h a v e already
begun this kind of interaction. A snag

Conference

was encountered right at the beginning:
my airmail letter introducing Redland
Valley to their adopted club took months
to go from Zambia to Pennsylvania. Be
prepared for such unexplainable delays.
But on the bright side, even before the
Hamonde Homemakers' Club heard anything from their North American sisters,
they gave a generous supply of homemade craft items for me to forward to
them. Some were traditional craft items;
others utilized discarded colorful plastic
shopping bags and sacks that had originally contained their essential cornmeal.
The process has been set in motion for
two other groups to be linked together.
If your W o m e n ' s Fellowship would
be interested in adopting a Homemakers'
Club in Zambia, write to: Brethren in
Christ Church, W o m e n ' s Coordinator,
P.O. Box 630083, Choma, Zambia. Do
be patient in waiting for a response. It is
only after I know of your interest (and it
could take three weeks or more for your
letter to reach me) that I will contact a
H o m e m a k e r s ' Club. Then we need to
wait for their response. (I never did get a
response from one club I contacted. There
had been a change of leadership and
apparently my letter got lost in the shuffle.)
But once the ball starts rolling, I think
you will be amply rewarded for your
efforts. You and your adopted club will
certainly benefit from each others'
prayers, and the exchange of material
items will surely be interesting and exciting.
Edith E. Miller is the Country Representative in Zambia for Brethren in Christ World
Missions.
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od at work in our world
Brethren in Christ
Annual Conference
1995-lndia
Bijoy K. Roul—Orissa,

India

The annual conference of the Orissa
Brethren in Christ was held February
24-26 in Pankhalaguda village in the
Rayagada district. Pankhalaguda is a
village of 400, out of which 70 people
have accepted the Lord and joined the
Brethren in Christ Church. Most of the
people have a very low income. They
depend on the rains for cultivation and
gather roots and fruit from the forest for
their livelihood. A few years ago, they
were living very shabbily. But today
when we visit their houses we find a
difference. Even though they are poor
and have little to eat, their houses are
clean and tidy.
These village people rendered their
wholehearted cooperation and support
to host the conference. They put up a
large pandal (roofed shelter on poles)
and a stage. Almost all of the 20 congregations sent delegates; nearly 700
people attended with great joy.
On Friday morning we had a joyous
procession for baptism. Approximately
400 people went to a pond about five
kilometers from the village, singing,
dancing, and playing drums as they
went. Thirty men and women took
water baptism that day, a day of rejoicing and praising God for what he had
done in the lives of these people. After
returning from the pond, a service of
Holy Communion was conducted.
From then until Sunday morning we
had various kinds of programs, such as
Bible study, devotional messages, sessions for questions and answers, and
praise, prayer, and sharing times. Saturday afternoon we arranged a health program for delegates and villagers. Dr.
Behera and his team helped give
medicines and medical advice, and
many people were helped. Evening services lasted from 6:00 until 9:00 p.m.
Sunday morning service went from 9:00
a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
One month later the General Body
met with two representatives from each
of the various churches. During this
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meeting we agreed wholeheartedly to
accept back into our fellowship six congregations which had followed another
leader for some time.
What a joy it is to see that God's
kingdom is growing day by day and
new churches are being planted every
year!

Jehovah-jireh (the
Lord will provide)
Mim

Stern—Philadelphia

"How are you getting along?" many
of you ask. Listen to the answers for
your prayers for helpers.
• The internationals are taking more
responsibility; they helped to host and
feed the 25+ guests at both Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners. The Christian couple across the hall helped make
this happen.
• A couple who recently retired from
missionary work in Taiwan settled in
the Philadelphia area and wanted to "get
their feet wet" in ministry to internationals. They have begun coming to the
apartment for our twice-weekly English
classes. These godsends are Robert and
Evelyn Bolton, introduced to me by
Rahn and Wendy (my niece) Price.
• A big support in the evening Bible
study is another Peter, a one-year-old
Christian. He is vocal about the change
in his life, and during snack time he can
be seen explaining "the way" in Chinese to the not-yet-believers.
• Several young American fellows in
the city volunteered services for jobs
that are beyond my expertise. They call
often just to see how I am.
• For the first time in my life I am
responsible for a car (you might remember Pete as the sole custodian of our
van). While driving on the turnpike one
day, I asked God to please help me not
to do something stupid. Very quickly
the verse came to me, "He shall give his
angels charge over thee, to keep thee in
all thy ways" (Psalm 91:11—I ' m of the
era when we memorized in King James
version). Aloud I said, "Thank you!"
I ' m reminded of that promise when I
have a close call.
• Then there is Jesus, who is letting
me down gently. He has blocked many

tender memories until I could handle
the reality of walking alone. Yet, not
really alone. He is truly my helper, and
I talk to him a lot (quite often aloud).

Finding w a t e r
Tim Cober—Thirstland
Rakops, Botswana

Ministries,

We are seeing firstfruits here in the
Boteti valley. We recently had our first
baptismal service. It was an exciting
time, not a traditional western service,
but one well-suited to Botswana.
Bashingi, in his early 30s with a wife
and two children, became a Christian
last year and has really been growing in
his faith. In January he asked to be baptized. The major problem for us was
finding the water in which to do it.
Eventually we located a steel drum,
put it in the back of our truck, and drove
to a source of water. We then returned
to the primary school where the service
would be held. Since the drum was then
too heavy to lift down from the truck,
we ended up having the service in the
back of the truck. The look of joy on
Bashingi's face is still vivid in my
mind.
Please pray that he will be protected
spiritually, that his family would
become Christians, and that he will
grow to be a leader in the church here.
Also pray that he will find steady work
(he is a builder) to support his family.
We had exciting times at Easter. We
were able to rent the Jesus film in the
Setswana language, and it provoked a
lot of interest in the village. About 500
people came the first night and 700 the
next. Of course, any film in Rakops is a
big attraction, but it was good for people to see dramatized many of the stories they had already heard from the
Bible.
Sandy's Sunday school is keeping
her accountable with language study.
The children usually show up an hour
early. They enjoy the singing, Scripture
memorization, and Bible stories that
make it a highlight in their week as well
as ours.
Pray for our adult Bible studies and
services—that people will commit
themselves to regular attendance and
that more will come to know Christ.
•
Evangelical Visitor
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of who we are

From time t o time
id our mission i

Church leaders are calling f o r a new t h r u s t in evangelism and discipleship in o r d e r "to f o s t e r a fellowship
of believers whose objective is t o worship and obey t h e
triune God and t o proclaim His gospel t o $ll people."
W e believe evangelism and discipleshi

are at the

heart of t h e mission and message of Jesu . He modeled
these priorities by constantly reaching o
and teaching his disciples [Jn. 4:27-3B,

t o the lost

Llike 13: 1-1 • ] .

His w o r d s leave us no option: in our going and witnessing we are t o "make disciples" [Mt. 2S:1 3-20, A c t s 1 :B).
As t h e Father sent Jesus, he also se

s us [Jn. 2 0 : 2 1 ].

Jesus' vision m u s t be our vision.
The Leadership Council is responding t o r e q u e s t s
t o sharpen our vision. Prayer and dialogue have brought
us t o a reshaped vision f o r S5Q growing, discipling,
sending congregations by A.D. SOOO. We pray God
will give us a spirit of enthusiasm f o r this vision and
t h r u s t us out t o aggressively pursue the task t o which
he has called t h e church.
Each regional conference and congregation is encouraged t o
become involved in t h e
fulfillment of the vision.
We call f o r commitment t o stewardship
and labors of love f o r
the glory of God.
The Leadership Council.
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250 Congregations — The beginning of our
vision indicates our hope and plan of adding
new congregations in North America. We now
have 226 churches. Our regional conferences
are projecting a net gain of 24 congregations
over the next five years. To accomplish this
will stretch us. We will need to prioritize and
mobilize our personnel and financial resources
for concerted endeavors in church planting to
add this number of congregations by the year
2000.
AD 2000 — As we approach the year 2000,
many groups within the worldwide body of
Christ are actively developing evangelism
plans in a renewed commitment to the task of
world evangelization. The Brethren in Christ
Church in North America joins in this concerted effort for global evangelization.

250 Gr0\tffff&, Discipling,
Sending Congregations
by A.D. 2000

_

Growing — We envision every congregation adding people by conversion. Our vision
must project plans for each congregation to
win persons to saving faith in Christ and to
bring them into membership. This means that
we will need to focus on equipping our congregations for growth. Church leaders and
pastors will help each congregation embrace a
vision for evangelism and outreach. Healthy
churches exalt Christ by growing in worship,
obedience, witness and nurture.

All

of

this

w e

do

to

b u i l d

the

b 0\

ision

250 Growing,
Discipline,
Sending Congregations
by A.D. 2000
Discipling — This dimension reminds us
that our vision will continue to uphold and communicate the biblical values that have set us apart
as a unique community of believers. In an age of
selfishness, materialism, individualism, loneliness
and violence, we are called:
• to proclaim the Lordship of Jesus Christ,
• to live a holy, Spirit-filled life,
• to provide loving, caring and healing
communities,
• to model reconciliation and peacemaking,
• to live simply and freely as Christ's disciples,
• to give generously and live compassionately, and
• to respond obediently to the Great Commission.
Our commitment to these values will mold our
personal lifestyles, bond us in community, and
motivate us to serve in ways that effect transformations in the lives of others.

•
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Sending — Emerging from our concern
for evangelism and discipleship is the desire
to have congregations with an outward focus
on mission. This calls for congregations to
have a vision for sending finances and workers to neighbors next door and neighbors in
the wider world. This means we need to initiate more cross-cultural ministries in North
America, as well as strengthen and accelerate
our mission program overseas. Our history of
sending believers from our congregations to
places of witness and service throughout the
world must continue to be part of our vision.

of

Christ

for

the

glory

of

God

250 CONGREGATIONS BY AD 2000
Goals
1. Each regional conference will plant from two to
eight new churches by July AD 2000.
2. Each congregation will become involved in parenting new churches.
Plans
1. Each bishop will communicate the Vision and
develop goals for each region.
2. Regional conferences will consider church planting
near clusters of congregations.
3. Leadership Council will identify, screen and equip
30 church planting pastors.
4. The Leadership Council will encourage church
planting in urban areas.
5. Stewardship Services will develop a unified strategy to finance the above goals and plans.

DISCIPLING
Goals
1. Each congregation will review and revise its
assimilation and discipleship priorities and extend
them to AD 2000 and report them to their bishop.
2. Each congregation will call members to Christian
formation in the areas listed under Discipling.
Plans
1. Each congregation will plan for one-on-one or
small group discipling for new converts.
2. Each congregation will conduct membership classes or personal orientation for all new and transferring members.
3. Each congregation will outline a process to assure
that new converts are assimilated into active membership.
4. Each congregation will provide opportunities for
every member to be active in a small group of disciples.
5. Leadership Council will promote the use of
Brethren in Christ materials in membership and
discipleship processes.

SENDING

GROWING
Goals
1. Every congregation will revise its goals and strategies for growth in conversion, attendance, membership, and to extend these goals to AD 2000.
2. Each congregation will project at least a 10%
increase in membership.
Plans
1. Pastors will equip members for evangelism by
means such as videos, books, seminars, modeling.
2. Bishops will challenge pastors to adopt approaches
for evangelism and outreach that involve the whole
congregation.
3. Congregations will review their growth goals and
plans annually.
4. Regional conferences will schedule at least one
annual meeting to focus on growth by conversions.

Goals
1. Each congregation will stimulate its members to
participate in Brethren in Christ ministries beyond
the congregation, through means such as prayer,
stewardship, short-term service, and long-term pastoral and missionary ministries.
2. Each congregation will participate in funding
Cooperative Ministries and strive to annually
increase its giving in proportion to their receipts.
Plans
1. In the course of the year, pastors will include in the
preaching and teaching ministry of the church a
call to full-time church vocation.
2. The Leadership Council will provide a coordinated
list of prayer requests for outreach ministries in
North America and overseas.
3. Brethren in Christ World Missions will challenge
congregations to conduct or participate in Brethren
in Christ Missions Conferences.
4. The Leadership Council will identify 50 additional
persons with gifts for pastoral or missionary ministries.
5. Brethren in Christ World Missions will recruit at
least 9 additional persons or couples as cross-cultural missionaries.
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Robert Murr ordained
Rev. Robert Murr was ordained to the Christian ministry
on May 21 at the Mt. Rock
Brethren in Christ Church.
Bishop John B. Hawbaker conducted the ordination service
and gave the charge. Rev. Murr
has been serving as associate
pastor at the Mt. Rock Church
for nearly three years. He is a
graduate of Asbury Seminary.
Robert first became acquainted with the Brethren in
Christ by attending Manor
Church several years ago; John
Hawbaker was his pastor at that
time. He and his wife Lois have
two sons, Collin and Derek.

Twenty-one youth and four leaders from the Air Hill church, Chambersburg, Pa., went to Seabreeze
Pines Workcamp in Moncks, S.C.,
July 8-15, to repair homes of the disabled and poor. • Heather Carbaugh
of the Antrim congregation, Chambersburg, shared on July 5 about her
Youth With A Mission (YWAM)
service in Grenada. • "Son Country
Farm" was the Aug. 14-19 VBS at
the Chambersburg church. • Average attendance was 103 at the July
17-21 VBS of the Fairview Ave.
church. Waynesboro, Pa., on the
theme "The Secret of the Watermelon." • Bill Shank was installed July
2 as a pastor of the Five Forks congregation, Waynesboro. The film
"The First Stone" was shown in the
evening.
Joyful Noise was in concert July
9 at the Hollowell church, Waynesboro. The first meeting recently of a
new over-60s group featured lunch
and a Mark Lowery video. • Ray
and Cynthia Chisholm, missionaries
to Macha Hospital, Zambia, spoke
July 9 to the Martinsburg, Pa., congregation. • Five members of the
New Guilford church, Chambersburg, shared a report July 16 on their
work project in Nicaragua. • Pastor

Joe Baer of the South Mountain
church, Shippensburg, Pa., attended
the July 24-28 Billy Graham School
of Evangelism in Atlanta.

Atlantic Conference
Mary Olive Lady, retired missionary to Zambia, spoke in the July
9 m o r n i n g service of the Cross
Roads church, Mount Joy, Pa. •
VBS at the Elizabethtown, Pa.,
church was July 24-28 on the theme
"Our Weakness, His Strength" from
2 Corinthians 12. • On July 16 the
Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.,
welcomed a speaker from the Pennsylvania Council on Alcohol Problems. A hymnsing was held in the
e v e n i n g . • On July 9 the F r e e
Grace congregation, Millersburg,
Pa., enjoyed a concert by the Eternal
Praise Quartet f r o m Ephrata. •
Nineteen persons from the Lancaster church were in Kentucky July
23-29 for service to the Appalachian
people through SWAP.
On July 5 the Manor church,
Mountville, Pa., began renovations
to their f o y e r , f e l l o w s h i p h a l l ,
kitchen, and sanctuary. Over 600
people attended the July 16 picnic
and Mark Cable concert. • Warren
Hoffman spoke at the July 23 dedication service of the new Millers-

Niagara Christian College announces fall festival
Every fall thousands of visitors come to the
Niagara Christian College campus to participate
in Heritage Day. Saturday, Sept. 30, marks the
19th annual Heritage Day. It continues to be a
celebration of the past with displays of antique
power engines, old cars, spinning, quilting, and
memorabilia
from a Brethren in Christ
family. (The
E. J. S w a l m
f a m i l y was
f e a t u r e d in
1994.) But it
is also a festival with over
80 c r a f t e r ' s
booths, a quilt
auction (3:00
p.m.), a large
silent auction,
and a variety
of f o o d s to
September 1995

tempt
anyo n e ' s palate.
Pony rides,
children's
games, continuous musical
entertainment,
baked goods,
apple butter, a
pig roast, and
more all add
up to a f u n filled day for the family. Heritage Day is a time
to meet friends from long ago—former classmates and teachers, fellow campers from Camp
Kahquah and Niagara Camp.
Plan now to attend on Saturday, Sept. 30,
9:00 a.m. (breakfast booth) to 5:00 p.m. Admission is adults, $2; students, $1; children under 5
are free. Heritage Day is sponsored by the NCC
Auxiliary. Proceeds are used to purchase classroom/dorm equipment and other special projects at the school.

ville. Pa., church on Blue Rock
Road, Lancaster, Pa. • The Montoursville, Pa., church has a new
men's Promise Keepers discussion
group that began July 11. • The
New Covenant church, Quakertown, Pa., planned a July 16 outdoor
service, c o n c e r t , and meal with
Rocky Ridge Mennonite Church.
On July 9 Rev. Rene and Miriam
Perez brought greetings through an
interpreter to the New Joy congregation, Akron, Pa., from the Miami
c h u r c h e s . • T h e y o u t h of t h e
Palmyra, Pa., church had their New
York City missions trip July 21-23.
• On July 9 Alex Benavides from
Miami brought greetings and thanks
to the Pequea church. Lancaster, for
the Miami Project offering. Ruth and
Gene Madeira were the July 23 Sunday school speakers about their missions career to Hispanic nations. •
The Refton, Pa., church had their
annual service and fellowship at
Black Rock Retreat on July 23.
T h e S i l v e r d a l e . Pa., c h u r c h
planned their 11th annual congregational retreat for Sept. 1-3 at Kenbrook Bible Camp with speaker Dan
Houck. 4- Glenn Peiffer recently
spoke to the Skyline View congregation, Harrisburg. Pa., about the

Healing: Restoration
in God's Presence
A retreat for survivors of
childhood sexual abuse will
be held at Kenbrook Bible
Camp, Nov. 17-19, 1995.
Registration is limited to the
first 40 applicants. This
retreat is designed f o r
women who have worked
through the initial trauma of
their abuse and are ready to
explore the role of God in
their recovery. The purpose
of the weekend is to provide
a focused time for reflecting
on and responding to God's
role in recovery from sexual
abuse through participation
in workshops, small groups,
worship, and other activities.
For an application, send
your name and address to:
Spring of Hope
P.O. Box 69
Akron, PA 17501
Sponsored by M C C W o m e n ' s Concerns and Kenbrook Bible C a m p
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Phones For You campaign of his
church (Speedwell Heights, Lititz,
Pa.). The Skyline View campaign is
scheduled for Aug. 21—Sept. 15. •
The Youth Discovery Team from
A f r i c a , C a n a d a , and the United
States gave a program July 2 at the
Souderton, Pa., church.

Canadian Conference
The A b u n d a n t Life c h u r c h .
Prince Albert, Sask., had a recent
Celebration Sunday with a barbecue

Media Coordinator
Mennonite Central C o m mittee is accepting applications
for S E L F H E L P Crafts Media
Coordinator (Akron, Pa.). This
2 - y e a r position is available
October 1995. Qualifications
include a c o m m i t m e n t to
Christian faith, active church
m e m b e r s h i p and nonviolent
peacemaking. Applicants must
have working knowledge of
M C C and S E L F H E L P Crafts
goals and merchandise, corporate communications training
and experience, and writing,
research, photography, audiovisual and graphic experience.
Interested persons should contact Goldie Kuhns, 21 South
Street., P.O. Box 500. Akron,
PA 17501-0500, phone (717)
8 5 9 - 1 1 5 1 . Applications due
Sept. 22, 1995.

and short program to honor a high
school graduate and an engaged couple. • The missions money collected last school year by the Wednesday night children of the Bertie
church, Stevensville, Ont., was sent
to Eli and Caleb Smith (London) and
Tabitha Parry (Africa). • A special
Canada Day service at the Bridlewood church, Agincourt, Ont., featured speaker Jim Karygiannis and
the Wright family singers. • Members of the Delisle, Sask., church
participated in the Aug. 4-7 family
camp at Timber Bay Bible Center.
VBS was Aug. 15-17.
The Falls View congregation,
Niagara Falls, Ont., had a testimony
and worship service on July 9. "The
Love of Jesus" was shown by 35
volunteers at the Aug. 14-18 VBS.
• Two youth activities for the Heise
Hill congregation, Gormley, Ont.,
were July 5 mini-golfing, and an
Aug. 4 trip to a Blue Jays game. •
T h e New H o p e f e l l o w s h i p ,
Belleville, Ont.. had their first baptismal service led by Pastor Tim Day
on June 25. • July activities for
youth of the New Life church,
Collingwood, Ont., were a scavenger hunt on July 13 and a pizza
delivery fundraiser on July 27. •
The Oak Ridges. Ont., church hosted a Children Evangelism Fellowship backyard children's club July
24-28.

Rev. Bob L e a d l e y g a v e an
August sermon series from 1 John
for the Orchard Creek congregation, St. Catharines, Ont. • The Port
Colborne, Ont., congregation
planned to go on the Grand River
Dinner Cruise Aug. 12. A series of
home fellowships took place on
summer Sunday evenings. • On
July 16 the Ridgemount congregation, Hamilton, Ont., had a farewell
for Pastor Kevin Taylor. • On July
8 the adult fellowship of the Rosebank church, Petersburg. Ont., went
on a tour of the Royal Botanical
Gardens, Hamilton.
The Sherkston, Ont., congregation had their Kountry Korn Gospel
M u s i c Fest on July 22. • T h e
Springvale, Ont., congregation
viewed a Tony C a m p o l o v i d e o
series during July and August. •
The Little Oaks Children's Camp
was scheduled for July 17-21 by the
Upper Oaks church, Oakville, Ont.
• High school and college students
of the Wainfleet, Ont., church took
a canoe trip July 8-10 in Algonquin
Park with Youth Pastor Mike and
Melri Wright.

Central Conference
The Amherst. Ohio, congregation received nine new members on
July 23. New Light from Messiah
College gave a concert on July 30. •

Director of Visitor
Exchange Programs
Mennonite Central C o m mittee is accepting applications for Director of Visitor
Exchange Programs (Akron,
Pa.). This 2-year position is
available Dec. 11, 1995. Qualifications include a commitment to Christian faith, active
church membership, and nonviolent peacemaking. Applicants m u s t be U.S. citizens
f l u e n t in E n g l i s h and h a v e
experience/training with intercultural relations and/or mediation a m o n g y o u n g a d u l t s .
B a c h e l o r ' s degree required.
Masters in relevant field preferred. Overseas living experience preferred. Interested persons should contact Dwight
McFadden, 21 South St., P.O.
Box 500, Akron, PA 175010500, phone (717) 859-1151.
Applications due Oct. 28,
1995.
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Orchard Creek
Fellowship relocates
Orchard Creek Fellowship
relocated from temporary facilities in a school to their own
building on July 9, 1995.
Orchard Creek is a church planting of the Canadian Conference
of the Brethren in Christ in St.
Catharines, Ont. Beginning Sunday morning services with a
small core group in October
1990, they have steadily grown.
The transition service began
at the school with praise, worship and thanksgiving for "What

has Been...."
H a l f w a y

through the
service, worship leader
John Gibbins
announced in dramatic fashion
that following this last song, he
would pick up the pulpit and
march out of the school. All followed him, and by car the congregation proceeded over to the
new worship center (top photo).
After everyone found a seat, the
pulpit was symbolically put in
place signifying that we had
now taken possession of the

On Aug. 2 Ray Buckwalter shared
with the Beulah Chapel congregation, Springfield, Ohio, about his
short-term service in Nicaragua. •
The Pathfinders Class of the Christian Union church, Garrett, Ind.,
planned a campout for Aug. 4-6 at
Chain-O-Lakes Park. Andrew Stoner preached July 9. • On July 5 Tom
Jenna and David Sloan spoke to the
Fairview church, Englewood, Ohio,
about their work in Oppama, Japan.
• Five teens were baptized July 9 at
the Mooretown church, Sandusky,
Mich. Dan Bulgrien spoke July 16
about his work at Southwest Indian
School, Peoria, Ariz.
Thirteen members of the Nappanee, Ind., congregation raised
$1,100 for famine relief in Zambia
by participating in the recent CROP
W a l k . • T h e q u i z t e a m of the
Northgate fellowship, Tipp City,
Ohio, planned a canoe trip for Aug.
5. A church picnic and baptismal
service were scheduled for Aug. 6.
• Elizabeth and Lance Edwards
were July 16 guest speakers for the
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congregation.
• Matt and Jeannie Bye spoke two
summer Sundays to the Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, Ohio,
while the pastor was away. • The
Messiah College group New Light
ministered July 16 to the Union
Grove congregation, New Paris,
Ind.

"promised building." In speaking on "What will Be...," Pastor
Kathleen Leadley then took her
place behind the pulpit (insert
photo).
The building has been a
long-term dream of the congregation. As a church planting in
an urban center,
alternative ways
of constructing a
worship center
were
sought.
Leasing professional space central to most
points in the city
has made this
new facility a
prime location. Completed to
the church board's specifications, the building has offices,
classrooms, nursery, kitchen,
and a worship center. Orchard
Creek will host the Brethren in
Christ Polity Core Course at the
new location next spring.
Bishop R. Dale Shaw will
officially dedicate the building
on September 10, 1995.
Evangelical Visitor

Midwest Conference
On July 23 the Abilene, Kan.,
congregation e n j o y e d a program
with the Youth Discovery Team and
a Teen Missions slide presentation.
• Bishop Brubaker was the guest
for the July 23 service and potluck
meal of the Mound Park congregation, Dallas Center, Iowa. Tim Swinton s p o k e in the July 30 W o r l d
Focus Sunday service. • Local merchant sponsors have constructed a
baseball field on the property of the
Oklahoma City church in exchange
for the p r i v i l e g e of use. • Don
Shafer spoke at the July 30 area
churches' fifth Sunday evening service hosted by the Rosebank congregation. Hope, Kan. • Steve
Kmetz from Salina Rescue Mission
spoke in the July 16 service of the
Zion church, Abilene.

Pacific Conference
Mark Ballard preached July 23 at
the Chino, Calif., church on "Fire,
Excuses, and the Character of God."
• The C h i n o
Hills congregation r e c e n t l y
hosted a Saturday
clothes
give-away,
ministering to
at least 12 families. • The
Ontario, Calif., church hosted a
women's seminar and breakfast buffet Aug. 12 with speaker Kathy Collard Miller. • Denny Conant served
the Pacific Highway congregation.
Salem, Ore., ministering in word and
song in July. • The New Creations
Gospel Quartet was in concert July 9
at the Upland, Calif., church. The
Drama Club presented "Hotel Heaven" on July 16.

Southeast Conference
In J a n u a r y t h e C o m m u n i t y
Bible church, Sarasota, Fla., opened
a daycare center for children 6
weeks to 47 months old. It is now
operating at near capacity. • On
July 23 the Highland Park congregation. Dublin, Va., celebrated the

first anniversary of Pastor Blouse's
ministry there with a potluck meal.
• On July 26 the Holden Park congregation, Orlando, Fla., enjoyed a
program by the youth of the Ashland, Ohio, church (Central Conference). • Seven youth were baptized
July 9 at the Millerfield's church,
Columbia. Ky. • The Rolling Acres
congregation, McMinnville. Tenn.,
has new congregational T-shirts with
the Brethren in Christ symbol to promote church unity. The Soul Seekers
Quartet was in concert July 23.

Susquehanna Conference
Aug. 7 was the designated serving day at Roxbury Camp for the
Big Valley congregation, Belleville,
Pa. • Lyle Johnson was in concert
July 9 at the Carlisle, Pa., church.
The first through fifth graders had
an Aug. 4 field trip to Lake Tobias
Animal Park, Halifax. • Linda Letner spoke at the July 5 women's fell o w s h i p m e e t i n g of t h e C e d a r
Grove church, Mifflintown, Pa., on
"Friendships of Women: Communication." • More than 50 persons
connected with the Fairview congregation, Reesers Summit, Pa.,
went to see the July 29 production of
"Noah." • The July 2 sermon by
Rev. Ives at the Grantham. Pa.,
church was "Praising God When the
Bathtub is Running Over."
Lane Hostetter led the July 9 and
16 services at the Hanover. Pa.,
church. Members attended the Aug.
14 Baltimore Orioles baseball game.
• The annual picnic of the Jemison
Valley congregation. Westfield, Pa.,
was July 23 at Penn York Camp. •
On July 23 the Locust Grove congregation, York, Pa., had a VBS cele b r a t i o n and pig roast. • J o h n
Keefer spoke at the July 9 Galilean
service of the Marsh Creek congregation, Howard, Pa. Of the VBS
o f f e r i n g , $450 went to Brazil to
sponsor a VBS there.
On July 2 the Mechanicsburg,
Pa., congregation viewed the film
"The Reluctant Prophet," the story
of the life of Chuck Colson. • On
July 9 the Messiah Village congregation, Mechanicsburg, heard Albert

Director of Pastoral Care
Messiah Village, a continuing care retirement community of the
Brethren in Christ Church, is seeking candidates for Director of
Pastoral Care. The director is responsible to coordinate all religious
activities, supervise the Pastoral Care Department, and serve as
senior pastor to the Messiah Village Brethren in Christ Church.
Preferred qualifications include: ordained, experienced, Brethren
in Christ Church pastor with c o m m i t m e n t to ministry with older
adults, with strong preaching, counseling and administrative gifts.
The position begins July 1996.
Please submit a letter of interest and resume by October 1, 1995,
to Allen Heinly, Director of Human Resources, Messiah Village, 100
Mt. Allen Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.
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E.V. Timelines

100 Years Ago

Sept. 1, 1895, issue—Arguing that the self-supporting
ministry was inadequate for growth in the church, H. N.
Engle of Donegal, Kansas, wrote: "Now we do say that our
clerical and general supervisory arrangements are seriously
defective.... Where is any actual aggressive work being done
by our people today? How can we expect to launch out into
the deep under the present system?... We should reach for
apostolic principles even though it would revolutionize our
almost impregnable fortress of custom.... "

75 Years Ago
Sept. 6, 1920, issue—V. L. Stump, commenting on the
importance of prayer: "We are sometimes almost made to
wonder how Daniel, connected as he was with the affairs of
state under the different dynasties, was able to keep perfectly
clean and clear before God. The secret of it all is found in the
fact that every day he opened his window (three times)
toward Jerusalem and poured out his heart to the living God
who hears and answers prayer. That daily and intimate communion and fellowship with God enabled him to see with a
clear vision the pathway of duty and to weigh in God's balances the false and true. It is the same today."

50 Years Ago
Sept. 24, 1945, issue—An eight page memorial insert
highlighted the ministry of Orville B. Ulery, who served the
church as bishop, chairman of the Publication Board, and for
three years as editor of the Evangelical Visitor. The issue
also reported the sailing of William and Mary Hoke, the first
missionaries to leave for India since the close of World War

n.
25 Years Ago

Sept. 10, 1970, issue—John Zercher, writing about the
role of the pastor: "Let the congregation discover the true
nature and character of the church. It is obvious to each of
us that the church is not a building. What is not quite so
obvious is that it is not a program nor an organization.
Maybe it is my age, or perhaps I just need a vacation, but I
confess that when I read some church bulletins, a feeling of
fatigue comes over me. Only God knows how many pastors
have been crucified on the cross of program and administration or how many congregations confuse activity with
life."

10 Years Ago
September 1985 issue—After noting that several of his
friends recalled feeling pressured as children to be baptized,
the current editor wrote: "'Pushing' or 'pressuring' young
children into baptism and church membership (or even pushing them into claiming a conversion experience)...seems...
inconsistent with what Brethren in Christ say we believe
about salvation, free will, baptism, and church membership.... By all means we should encourage our children and
teenagers to respond to Christ and his invitation to new life
in ways appropriate to their age. Like Jesus, we need to
cherish children's simple love and trust in God.... Let us trust
the Holy Spirit to take our fervent prayers, our biblical
teachings, and the example of our daily lives, and bring our
children to faith in Christ in God's time, not ours."
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Harvey, an Australian who spent
two terms with Brethren in Christ
World Missions in Zimbabwe. •
Tim Martin, director of Child Evangelism Fellowship in Roanoke, Va.,
was the July 19 speaker for the Redland Valley congregation, York
Haven, Pa. Dave Myers spoke about
his missions trip at the Aug. 5 prayer
breakfast. • The Roseglen congregation, Duncannon, Pa., helped with
Meals on Wheels July 31—Aug. 4.
The congregation received four new
members in July. • The men's fellowship of the Wesley congregation,
Mt. Holly Springs, Pa., is collecting
aluminum
cans as a
fundraiser.
The
f o u r pastors who
served the congregation since 1968
were all present for the June 18 worship service (pictured left to right):
Ernest Dohner, William Baublitz,
Robert Finley, Richard Ross.

For The
Record
Births
Bender: Jenny Rebekah Marie,
July 24; Daniel and Fan (Eshleman)
Bender, Manor congregation. Pa.
Blanco: Hannah Nicole, July 5;
Richard and Elizabeth Blanco, Redland Valley congregation, Pa.
Campbell: Lydia Anne, July 1;
Paul and Tammra Campbell. Refton
congregation. Pa.
Colangelo: Nicole Danielle, July
18; Stephen and Beth (Hock) Colangelo, Nappanee congregation, Ind.
Colyer: Jenna Carol, July 14;
Todd and Susan (Hoffman) Colyer,
Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Crane: Keenan Dean, July 13;
Mark and Cara (Engle) Crane, Zion
congregation. Kan.

Doolittle: Maddison Samantha
Star, June 25; Fred and Dana (Teal)
Doolittle, Springvale congregation.
Ont.
Engelhardt: Erin Ruth, June 16;
John and Marcie (Bomberger)
Engelhardt, Grantham congregation,
Pa.
Harmuth: Amanda Sue, July 8;
Bryan and Pamela (Zimmerman)
Harmuth, Fairland congregation. Pa.
Hess: Mallory Ann, Apr. 25;
Dale and Carol (Peterman) Hess,
Manheim congregation, Pa.
Holland: Jeremiah William,
Mar. 29; Donald and Rachel (Carroll) Holland, Conoy congregation,
Pa.
Kelly: McKenna Rose, June 17;
Timothy and Christine (Umholtz)
Kelly, Cross Roads congregation,
Pa.
Mellinger: Austin Eugene. July
2; E u g e n e and J u d y ( W i n g e r t )

Insuring our values
like we insure our
valuables
by W. Edward Rickman

Cooperative Ministries
Receipts—Year to Date
January 1 - July 3 1 , 1 9 9 5
1995

1994

Proportionate
1,247,346
Congregational 1,168,675
Individual
78,671

1.387.646
1,203,962
183,684

Designated and
Direct Giving
Congregational
Individual

338.607
205,122
133,485

393.610
244,444
149,166

1.585.953

1,781,256

Total Budget
4.091.643
Received to Date
38.8%

4.093.469
43.5%

Total to Date

"These insurance bills just keep
growing and growing! I wonder if all
this ' s t u f f ' is worth paying all this
insurance!?!"
Do those questioning thoughts
sound familiar?
In today's climate and culture,
insurance has become almost a necessity. In fact, m a n y types of insurance
are required. In most, (or perhaps all)
states and provinces, automobile
insurance is required. Mortgage companies require insurance on all mortgaged property. Many loans require
life insurance on the person responsible for the loan. Certain types of insurance are required for businesses with
employees. This includes Workers'
Compensation, Social Security, and
other mandatory programs.
In addition to insurances that are
required, there are those that are high-

Mellinger, Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
Ober: Morgan Elizabeth, June
22; Terry and Lori (Noll) Ober,
Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
Peters: Madelaine Jane, June 13;
Kelly and Heather Peters, Massey
Place congregation, Sask.
R e i s h : K y l e R o s s , J u n e 3;
Ronald and Lisa (Logan) Reish. Big
Valley congregation. Pa.
Rineer: Dawn Renee, Apr. 22;
Joseph and Tammy (Boyer) Rineer,
Conoy congregation, Pa.
Schoenhals: Peter Thomas, July
12; Walter and Joy S c h o e n h a l s ,
Refton congregation. Pa.
Smith: Connor Guy, Mar. 20;
James and Wendy Smith, Manheim
congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Alleman - Jones: Maricia Jones,
Odessa, Tex., and Edward, son of
Edward and Barbara Alleman, Bain-

ly necessary if one is to maintain fiscal
stability. These include health insurance, liability insurance, and at least
some life insurance to protect your
f a m i l y ' s financial future.
A further category of insurance is
more discretionary but often considered very important. In this category
might be included long-term disability
insurance, accident insurance, insurance on valuables such as jewelry or
other special possessions. You can
insure for nursing h o m e care, insure
your credit cards, your collections,
your travel, and almost anything else
you can imagine. If most of us would
do a detailed analysis of the cost of all
the insurance we carry, we would
probably be amazed at the total annual
outlay. For many families it will range
f r o m 10 to 20 percent of their income.
W h y are we spending so much to
insure our valuables? To put it simply,
our current North American culture
and lifestyle have b e c o m e extremely
cash-dependent. Our lifestyles have
created a hand-to-mouth existence
which allows for very little margin
when there is a loss of income. There
is also the very real potential of catastrophic loss f r o m which many in
North America could never recover,
much less handle with current assets.
For example, a m a j o r illness can easily
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bridge, Pa., Feb. 14, in Fort Stewart,
Ga.
Appel - Appel: Grace Appel, Pequea. Pa., and Leon Appel, Pequea,
July 23, at Pequea Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Gerald Wingert and
Rev. Roy J. Peterman officiating.
B l u b a u g h - B e s e c k e r : Kelle
Besecker and David Blubaugh, July
9, at Five Forks Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Wilbur Besecker
officiating.

with Rev. Peter Yun and Rev. James
DeBoe officiating.

Church with Rev. Robert L. Sheetz
officiating.

Dzurkovich - Keperling: Sonja
J., daughter of Daniel and Sharon
Good, Mountville, Pa., and Wilmer
E. Keperling. Lititz, Pa., and Donovan D., son of Damon and Carlene
Dzurkovich, Sinking Spring, Pa.,
July 1, at Manor Brethren in Christ
C h u r c h w i t h R e v . D o u g l a s M.
Kelchner officiating.

Eyster - Grasman: Karla.
daughter of Gerald and Helen Grasman, Silver Spring. Md., and Curt,
son of James and Sandy Musser,
Ontario, Calif., and the late Darryl
Eyster, July 8, at Mechanicsburg
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Ron DeGrott officiating.

Clippinger - Heiple: Angela
Shay Heiple, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Samuelson, Bedford,
Pa., and David Allen, son of Linda
Clippinger, Wells Tannery, Pa., July
1, at Sherman's Valley Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. John Long
officiating.

Eberly - Stayzer: Jodi Lynne,
daughter of Richard and Barbara
Stayzer. Fort Erie, Ont., and Michael
David, son of Sandy and Joan Eberly, R i d g e w a y , Ont.. J u n e 17, at
Sherkston Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Leonard J. Chester officiating.

DeBoe - Kees: Stacey Renate,
daughter of Olin and Delilah Kees,
Sarasota, Fla., and Jonathan Davis,
son of James and Jaeron DeBoe,
Dugspur, Va., June 17, at Lovely
Lane Chapel at Epworth by the Sea

Enck - Hess: Jennifer Lynn,
daughter of Gerald and Joyce Hess,
Willow Street, Pa., and Dean L., son
of Anna Enck, Manheim, Pa., and
Richard Enck, Lancaster, Pa., July
8, at P e q u e a Brethren in Christ

cost as much as many families will
earn in a lifetime.
Consequently, we feel compelled
to protect our valuables through the
acquisition of a myriad of insurance
plans which require huge portions of
our income. It has become the norm.
The question that we need to consider is this: "How are we insuring
our values?" What are we doing to
protect ourselves from a catastrophic
loss of "values" which will have disastrous consequences for life on this
planet and eternal consequences for
those deprived of those values? These
are sobering questions.
Perhaps a quick review of God's
plan for the perpetuity of values will
help set the perspective.
The primary resource in God's
plan for the perpetuity and maintenance of values is the family. In
Deuteronomy 6:6-9, we recognize
God's plan: "These commandments
that I give you today are to be upon
your hearts. Impress them on your
children. Talk about them when you
sit at home and when you walk along
the road, when you lie down and
when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on
your foreheads. Write them on the
doorframes of your houses and on
your gates."
September 1995

Gerlach - Hoover: Karen M.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald L.
Hoover, Conestoga, Pa., and Daryl
E., son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gerlach, Mount Joy, Pa., July 15, at
Pequea Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. J. Daniel Houck officiating.
Heisey - Dively: Heather,
daughter of James and Cheryl Dively. Elizabethtown, Pa., and Steven,
son of J. W a r r e n and B e v e r l y
Heisey, Elizabethtown, Pa., July 8,
at Christ Church United Church of
Christ with Rev. P. Larry Potteiger
officiating.

However, as in many other areas,
there has been a serious breakdown in
the plan. Over time there has been a
continual and increasing transfer of
responsibility for "insuring our values" from the family to various other
agencies and entities. The teaching of
values has been assigned to schools,
churches, children's clubs, youth programs, the government, and the
media.
With all of the current cultural discussion about values, many have
begun to recognize that transferring
responsibility from the family to
many of the other entities for teaching "values" has been a colossal disaster. We are realizing that there is a
catastrophic loss of values in process.
What can we do?
Let me suggest a few of the ways
we can begin to "insure our values":
1. We need to model and practice
our values. Perhaps the simplistic
way of saying it is: "We need to practice what we preach." For example,
we decry the subtle, creeping materialism of our culture while acquiring
more and more things we need to
insure. Is there any wonder our youth
are embracing materialism instead of
a simple lifestyle?
2. We need to support the agencies and institutions which are

Henry - Ferguson: Sheryl
Leigh, d a u g h t e r of D e r w y n and
Sally Ferguson, Prince Albert, Sask.,
and Trent Joseph, son of Eugene and
Marlene Henry, Prince Albert, July
1, at Crossroads Pentecostal Assembly, with Rev. Craig Eagle officiating.
Hossler - Parker: Carissa Lynn
Parker and Joseph Allen Hossler,
Nappanee, Ind., July 29, at Nappanee Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Glenn A. Ginder officiating.
Kramoski - Meinsma: Laura
Jane Meinsma, daughter of Kenneth
and Betty Meinsma, Morrison, 111.,
and Randall Joseph Jr., son of Randall and Sandy Kramoski, Sterling,
111., May 13, at Sterling Church of
Christ with Rev. Curtis Link and
Rev. Randall Kramoski officiating.
Lauver - Sheets: Cindy Lee,
d a u g h t e r of R o n a l d and S y l v i a
C l o u s e r and Floyd and Paulette
Sheets, and Deron Lee, son of Rufus
and Esther Lauver, McAlisterville,

responsibly insuring our values. We
recognize that our churches and our
ministries are actively and aggressively trying to fulfill the task of
teaching and encouraging the values
we hold dear. At the same time, these
ministries have less than adequate
resources to fulfill their assigned task.
3. We can evaluate where our
"values insurance" dollars are being
spent. There are unlimited requests
for funding a myriad of causes. But
not all of these causes are perpetuating the biblical values we hold dear.
They need to be evaluated.
4. We need to be reminded occasionally that God placed the primary
responsibility for "values insurance"
on the family and the church. The
reason the Word reminds us that we
need to "bring the whole tithe into the
storehouse (church)" is that the
church is the primary "insurer of values" that God has provided us beyond
the family.
Shouldn't we be insuring our values at least as well as we insure our
valuables?

W. Edward Rickman is executive director of stewardship for the Brethren in Christ
Church.
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Pa., May 27, at Mount Pisgah Atare
with Rev. Luke Landis officiating.
M i l l e r - M o o r e : Teri L y n n e
Moore and William D. Miller, Nappanee, Ind., July 22, at Nappanee
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Glenn A. Ginder officiating.
Porter - Funderburk: Jennifer,
daughter of Lois and the late Adrian
Funderburk, Elizabethtown, Pa., and
Jason, son of Barbara and Ralph
Tyler, Elizabethtown, and David
Porter. Maryland, May 19, at Conoy
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Marlin K. Ressler officiating.
S p e i c h e r - H a r p s t e r : Paula
Harpster, daughter of Barry Imler,
Milroy, Pa., and Debra Imler, Burnham, Pa., and Michael James, son
of J a c o b a n d C a r o l S p e i c h e r ,
Belleville, Pa., Feb. 25, at Big Valley Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. John M. Keefer officiating.
Sutherland - Ellis: Patricia
Anne, daughter of Helen and the late
Edgar Ellis, Stoufville, Ont., and
Robert Murray, son of Murray and
the late Margaret Sutherland, Belleville, Ont., July 29, at Oak Ridges
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Kenneth Smith officiating.

Obituaries
A l e x a n d e r : R h o d a E. L e e
Alexander, born Oct. 2, 1925, died
July 19. Preceding her in death were
her husband, Wayne M. Alexander;
and a sister, Anna Lee Teeters. Surviving are three daughters, Alane
M., Ella E., and Donna L.; a son,
Marion W.; and a sister, Freda Lee.
She was a member of the Pequea
congregation. Pa. The funeral was
held at the Gundel Funeral Home
with Rev. Roy J. Peterman officiating. Interment was in Conestoga
Methodist Cemetery.
Cocklin: G. Kenneth Cocklin,
born Nov. 6, 1910, son of Guy A.
and Emma Mann Cocklin, died July
13. Surviving are his wife, Mary
(Baumgardner); a brother. James A.;
and a sister, Sara Myers. He was a
retired funeral director, former partner of C o c k l i n B r o s . F u r n i t u r e ,
m e m b e r of the York Co. school
board, a Messiah College associate
board member, and participant in
numerous other organizations. He
had been a resident at Messiah Village since 1987. The funeral was
held at the Messiah Village Chapel
with Rev. J. Robert Lehman officiating. Interment was in Dillsburg
Cemetery.
DeHart: Vicki E. DeHart, born
Dec. 13, 1951, daughter of Ronald
Younkin and Florence Robertson,
died May 28. Surviving are her par-
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ents; her husband, Tim DeHart; and
f o u r children, Justin and Amber
Bowers, Tim Jr., and Michael; and
three sisters. Vicki was employed as
a surgical technician. She became a
Christian in May 1994 at the Montoursville Brethren in Christ Church,
Pa. The f u n e r a l was held at the
church with Rev. Gary A. Herrfort
officiating. Interment was in the
Montoursville Cemetery.
Hart: Jack Hart, born Oct. 20,
1920, son of Victor and Blanche
Etnoyer Hart, died July 10. Surviving are h i s w i f e , L o u i s e ; t h r e e
daughters, Patricia L. Blosser, Peggy
S. S t o n e r , and J a n a
M.H.
MacGinnes; five grandchildren; a
great-granddaughter; and a sister,
Doris J. Kirby. Jack was retired from
Taylor Wharton, a Navy veteran of
World War II, and a graduate of
Mechanicsburg High School and
H a r r i s b u r g A c a d e m y . He was a
member of the Grantham church. Pa.
The funeral was held at Messiah Village Chapel with Rev. Robert B.
Ives and Rev. C. Ronald Burgard
officiating. Interment was in Rolling
Green Cemetery.
H o l l i b a u g h : Neal Alan Hollibaugh, born Aug. 3, 1961, son of
Janita Flentge, died June 17. Surviving are three sisters and nieces
and nephews. He was a hairdresser
and active member of the Community Bible congregation, Fla. The
funeral was held at the church with
Rev. Larry Woomert officiating. His
cremated ashes were placed in the
church yard at the foot of the cross.
Mater: Clyde Armand Mater,
born Dec. 22, 1929, son of John and
Helen Mater, died July 8. Preceding
him in death was a sister, Joy. Surviving are his wife, Betheng; two
sons, Ronald and Rodney; a daughter, Margaret Helen; six grandchildren; three brothers, Lyle, John, and
Reid; and two sisters, Carolyn and
Brenda. Clyde was a school teacher
f o r 35 y e a r s . A c t i v e at C a m p
Kahquah, he loved nature, especially planting trees. He was a member
of the Bertie congregation, Ont., and
served as teacher, board member,
trustee, songleader, custodian, and
varied other duties. The funeral was
held at the church with Rev. Don
Middlemiss officiating. Interment
was in the church cemetery.
Rathgeber: John
Harold
Rathgeber, born Dec. 8, 1925, died
Apr. 17. Surviving are his wife,
Doris; a son, Kent; and a daughter,
Elaine. He was affiliated with the
M o n t o u r s v i l l e , Pa., church. The
memorial service was at Dunnstown
Cemetery with Rev. Gary A. Herrfort officiating.
Sider: Roy Victor Sider, born
Sept. 27, 1927, in Sherkston, Ont.,
son of Norman and Nancy Sider,

died June 24. Preceding him in death
were two brothers, Ralph and
Claude. Surviving are his w i f e ,
Dorothy (Myers); four sons, Duane,
Vance, Kevin, and Craig; a brother,
L o m e ; and a
sister, Gladys
Climenhage.
Roy p a s t o r e d
the Sherkston,
Ont., congregation from 19441967. He was
b i s h o p of the
Canadian Conference from 1967-1978; and secretary of Brethren in Christ World
Missions Overseas Ministries from
1978-1991. The funeral was held at
the Sherkston church with Rev.
Leonard J. Chester and Rev. Henry
Ginder officiating. Interment was in
the church cemetery.
Tribute
It is a privilege to extend the love
and c o m p a s s i o n of the p a s t o r s ,
spouses, and laity of the Canadian
Conference to you who are realizing the death of your loved one
today.
We knew Roy as a man of God,
family, and people. He endeared
himself to us by his care for truth,
morality, discipline, love, humor,
fairness, and belief in youth.
Ann Marie and I, who were outsiders, were placed at the Stayner
Church by Roy in 1971 when we
were only 23 years of age to minister to the congregation comprised of
over 100 parishioners and former
pastors G e o r g e Sheffer, Charles
Baker, and Bishop E.J. Swalm. He
asked us, "Can you take criticism?"
He supported us strongly through
some stormy times there.
Roy's natural and spiritual abilities to preach, teach, administer, and
envision motivated us to go beyond
ourselves and trust more in God.
Craig, Kevin, Vance, Duane, and
Dorothy, it is because of your willingness to let Roy go out in ministry
that so many of us are indebted to
you today. Please be assured of our
willingness and eagerness to reciprocate that love from Roy and each
of you, as you have need. We are
praying for you.
R. Dale Shaw, Bishop,
Canadian Conference
Tribute
There is a phrase about "a man
among m e n " and our friend and
churchman, Roy Sider, was a brother among brethren. Early in his life
he was recognized as a gifted leader.
Long before the popular use of the
word "vision," Roy was seeing and
c o m m u n i c a t i n g a p i c t u r e of the
future. He saw things the way they
should be, rather than the way things
were.
One of Brother S i d e r ' s c o m -

pelling concerns was that people
would come to know Jesus Christ
and become responsible members of
the Body of Christ. Both as pastor
and denominational leader, he devoted his life to this cause. He had the
capacity and energy to lead a congregation, a regional conference, and
a denomination in growth and development. During the years he served
as bishop, he also led us in the thrust
for evangelism and church planting.
T h e n his vision m o v e d b e y o n d
North America as he led our mission thrust worldwide.
Brother Roy was a man of passion and persuasion. He toiled ceaselessly for Christ and the Church. He
was a pacesetter who knew how to
s e r v e as c o w o r k e r . T h o s e w h o
worked closely with Roy were challenged by his insights and wisdom.
We owe a debt of gratitude to him
for helping us draft the direction of
our church both in doctrine and in
practice.
It was with great pain and deep
disappointment that we experienced
our brother's loss of health and his
extended illness.
We thank the God of our risen
Lord Jesus Christ for Roy Sider's
sojourn among us. A great friend
and leader has been taken from us.
At this Memorial Service, we extend
to his family and friends our sympathy and prayers.
R. Donald Shafer
On behalf of the Brethren in
Christ General Conference
Swartz: Anna C. Swartz, born
Jan. 6, 1911, daughter of Joseph E.
and Mary Leister Coldren, died July
5. Preceding her in death were her
husband, Earl Swartz; and a daughter, Connie Mae Hicks. Surviving
are 3 sons, Earl Jr., Paul, and Donald; 2 daughters, Anna Mae Crumb
and Selvia Jean Booher; 18 grandchildren; 21 great-grandchildren;
and a brother, John B. Coldren.
Anna was a member of the Cedar
Grove congregation, Pa. The funeral was held at the Ronald Sheaffer
Funeral Home with Rev. Kenneth
Hepner and Rev. Wilbur Benner
officiating. Interment was in Hillside Cemetery.
Wingert: Ruth B. Wingert, born
Mar. 29, 1916, daughter of George
W. and Minnie Brechbill Wingert,
died June 13. Preceding her in death
were four sisters and six brothers.
Surviving are a brother, Paul B„ and
several nieces and nephews. Ruth
was a former employee of Stanley
Co., and a m e m b e r of Christian
Women's Club. She was a lifelong
m e m b e r of t h e N e w G u i l f o r d
church, Pa., where the funeral was
held with Rev. Robert D. Verno officiating. Interment was in New Guilford Cemetery.
•
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interview
with Ron
Mathies

"MCC is a "powerful witness of
hope in a hurting world"
Ronald J.R. Mathies of Elmira, Ont.,
will become Mennonite Central Committee's (MCC) next executive director,
the sixth chief executive officer in the
agency's 75-year history. He will assume
these duties in June 1996. Mathies, 55, is
no newcomer to MCC. He and his wife
served with M C C in Africa for some 12
years. Since 1989 he has chaired the
M C C executive committee.
In a recent interview, Mathies shared
his vision for MCC.

part of my growing up years. I was nurtured to faith in a small dual-conference
(General Conference/Mennonite Brethren) church in New Hamburg, Ont. Most
of the adult members had been helped by
MCC to flee from Russia to Canada to
find refuge in the homes of Waterloo
County Mennonites. A generation later
my wife, Gudrun, and her family had the
same experience fleeing from war-ravaged Europe. It was thus not unusual that
we chose to enter MCC service within
weeks of our marriage, joining the MCC
Teachers Abroad Program in Africa. Our
years in southern Africa had a profound,
ongoing impact on our spiritual pilgrimage. Membership in Baptist, Methodist

MCC is the service, development, and relief
agency of North American Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ. Currently about 900
MCC workers serve in more than 50 countries, in assignments such as relief work
(left-Rwanda refugee children), community development (above-plastering a water
g tank in Tanzania), education, food produces tion, and administration.

What gives you hope, strength and
vision as you look forward to directing
MCC?
Stories of faith throughout the ages
and f r o m around the world show the
work of the Spirit of God. Throughout
M C C ' s 75 years of existence, from Russia in the 1920s to Rwanda in the 1990s,
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ have
been active in the world, walking with
the church in seeing suffering and injustice
transformed into something redemptive.
Church
leader
Desmond Tutu used to
challenge the political
o p p r e s s o r s in S o u t h
Africa to "join the winning side." I visited that
country last month and
w a s i n s p i r e d by t h e
change
that
has
o c c u r r e d , and by t h e
profound role the church played in that
change. Similarly, the commitment and
p e r s i s t e n c e of t h o s e i n v o l v e d wi-th
MCC—in North America with Mennonite Disaster Service, Thrift and SELFH E L P C r a f t s stores and at home and
a r o u n d the g l o b e in v a r i o u s s e r v i c e
assignments—provide a powerful witness
of hope in a hurting world.
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and Presbyterian churches, and working
with churches across the ecumenical
s p e c t r u m , taught us m u c h about the
power of prayer, the richness of active
w o r s h i p , a n d the
strength of prophetic
witness.

In the next
century,
MCC must be
"both more
global and
more local."

Describe the spiritual journey that has
led you to this point.
Stories of pilgrimage were very much
September 1995

What is the most crucial global challenge
facing people in the
next 10 years? How
do you
anticipate
MCC will respond to
this challenge?

Futurists tell us the
world is being torn by
contradictory processes. On the one hand, an all-pervasive and
inexorable economic and information
globalization is reshaping the world.
While this is occurring at the macro level,
communities, societies, and nation-states
are fragmenting and disintegrating in violent turmoil.
Throughout all of this, M C C ' s mandate as part of the global church is to celebrate God's call to mission: to provide
passionate compassion in the midst of
suffering, to be a witness "In the name of
Christ" in the midst of struggle.

You will be leading MCC into the next
century. How will MCC need to change
in order to remain effective?
The challenges for Christian mission
as we move toward the 21st century are
e n o r m o u s . M C C has c h a n g e d and
evolved in its self-understanding, its mission, and its structures in the last 75 years.
The exact dimensions and shape of the
changes that will be required in the future
are not clear, but it is probable that MCC,
along with other church and secular institutions, will experience significant recon-

Store Manager
M e n n o n i t e C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e is
accepting applications for store manager
for the Ephrata, Pa., S E L F H E L P Crafts
corporate store. This 2-year position is
available November 1995. Qualifications
include a commitment to Christian faith,
active church membership and nonviolent
peacemaking. Applicants must have
knowledge and support of S E L F H E L P
Craft's mission, retail sales and management experience, and experience in merchandise display and store layout. Interested persons should contact Goldie
Kuhns, 21 South Street., P.O. Box 500,
Akron, PA 17501-0500, phone (717) 8591151. Applications due Oct. 2, 1995.
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Snezana Harambasic, her husband, and their
two children fled fighting in Croatia, arriving
in Serbia with just one suitcase. Snezana's
story is told on "No hands but ours," a video
available from any MCC office. For more
information call, (717) 859-1151.

overseas? What do you think our overseas partners expect of us?

CO

s

o

figuration. New forms of governance will
be required to make the agency both more
global and more local at the same time.
MCC discussions on "connecting people" may move this agenda forward.
These and other changes will need to
capture the imagination of the supporting
churches for service at home and abroad,
at the same time offering new forms of
programming that are flexible and versatile, yet have long-term credibility and
integrity.

How important is it for North Americans to be better connected to people

Through New Eyes
Off the farm, thrust into a complex world. This 23minute video shows how North American Mennonites,
through Mennonite Central Committee's 75-year
history, discovered new answers to the questions,
"Who is my neighbor?" and "How can w e serve God
together?"
Send Through New Eyes for free loan
(date).
Send personal copy for $25 Cdn./$20 U.S.
Enclosed $
_ Send my church a f r e e copy for our church
library.

One of the truly remarkable gifts of
the 20th century has been the emergence
of the global church. The hymn writer
says it well: "We are strangers no more,
but members of one family; strangers no
more, but part of one humanity." Within
our North American communities as well
as through our international contacts, we
are aware of the necessity, indeed the
richness, of cross-cultural and inter-religious interaction. But while bridges are
being built across these divides, the econ o m i c and s o c i a l g a p s b e t w e e n the
world's haves and have-nots are increasing.
The church will only be able to commend the Good News with integrity if it
reaches out across these divides. This will
require learning and teaching, listening
and speaking, receiving and giving in a
humble spirit of mutuality.

With governments in Canada and the
United States cutting back on domestic
programs that assist poor people, how
will MCC achieve a balance between
meeting needs overseas and needs at
home?
There is increasing pressure within
Canada and the United States to isolate
o u r s e l v e s f r o m the n e e d s of o t h e r s ,

whether they be near at hand or far away.
Economic downturns seem to have the
effect, even within the church, of turning our concerns inward. This direction
needs to be given biblical scrutiny. It
seems clear that we have the resources
and the ability to respond to more needs
both at home and overseas. As M C C
s e e k s to d i s c e r n w h e r e a n d h o w to
respond, it will have to continue to ensure
that the neighbor far away can be given
equal voice to the neighbor near at hand.

MCC has enjoyed solid financial support from its constituents over the years.
Why is that? Why should people continue to support MCC?
M C C ' s supporting churches have had
a solid understanding of the scriptural
injunction to put faith into action. People
wanted to respond to the needs of others
in practical, meaningful ways and M C C
offered ways to respond. In M C C ' s early
years, many within the household of faith
were the recipients of assistance from
others, and felt personally the impact of
this compassion. As this service "In the
name of Christ" has reached out around
the world, MCC has increasingly experienced that servanthood is indeed a gift
that can be celebrated.
MCC belongs to the churches; it is an
integral arm of the church. Researchers
tell us that agencies of compassionate service are the most visible face of Christianity in our world today. For these and
many more reasons, and in gratitude to
God, we are challenged at this kairos
m o m e n t to continue to make M C C a
Christian resource for sharing G o d ' s
blessing.
•
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Schaub beginning MCC
SALT assignment
Mark Andrew Schaub of Waterloo,
Ont., is beginning a one-year MCC SALT
a s s i g n m e n t in S e m a r a n g , I n d o n e s i a ,
where he will work as a music instructor.
Schaub received a bachelor's degree
from the University of Waterloo, and was
last employed as a
custodian at Conrad
G r e b e l C o l l e g e in
W a t e r l o o . H e is
affiliated with Westheights Brethren in
Christ Church, Amherstview (Ont.)
Community Church,
and St. John's Anglican Church in Bath, Ont. His parents are
Lynda and Peter Schaub of Kingston, Ont.

SALT (Serving and Learning Together) is
a o n e - y e a r M C C p r o g r a m for y o u n g
adults interested in living, learning, and
working overseas.

MMA essay contest
winners announced
Alan Thrush of Chino, Calif., was one
of nine students selected for awards in an
essay contest sponsored by Mennonite
Mutual Aid. As one of six bronze award
winners, Thrush, 15, receives a $500 cash
prize. He is a member of the Chino Brethren in Christ Church.
MMA sponsored the contest as part of
its 50th anniversary. High school students
were invited to submit essays on the
theme, "Using Money Responsibly." A
total of 118 entries were received from
across the United States.
•
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE
NEWS
Messiah receives S3.6 million gift
Messiah College recently received a
gift of $3.6 million. A portion of the gift,
$1 million, will go to begin an addition
and renovation project to Kline Hall of
Science. The remaining f u n d s will be
added to general operations. The gift was
from a central Pennsylvania family who
has supported Messiah College for many
years.
Enrollment increases in nursing and
the natural sciences, as well as new safety requirements for laboratories, made a
need for additional space an urgent priority. The c o l l e g e h o p e s to raise the
remaining funds for the approximately
$3.5 million project next year.
The Natural Sciences Department has
been the fastest growing department of
the college in the last couple of years.
Department chair Noel Falk stated that
"the added space will help us to serve
students better with more labs and
research facilities." A public museum
dedicated primarily to mammals will be
part of the addition. According to Falk,
"The exhibit is the largest of its kind in
the a r e a , a n d c a n b e a t r e m e n d o u s
resource for students and anyone interested in the natural sciences."
The Nursing Department, which has
grown by 25 percent in the last three
years, will also benefit from the added
space. Department chair Sandra Jamison
explained that "Nursing is a professional
program and we need a professional look.
We can shape an identity with more space
and become more efficient as well." She
added, "I believe that nursing is a front
door to the local community, and this
addition to Kline will help us improve
services."
The Kline Hall of Science, built in
1969, was named after Josiah and Bessie
Kline, a couple prominent in Harrisburg
business at the time.
New sports complex planned
Messiah College is building a new athletic complex to provide a home for its
successful w o m e n ' s field hockey team
and to expand facilities for other athletic
programs. The $1 million complex sits
September 1995
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An architect's

rendering of the enlarged and remodeled Kline Hall of Science.

south of the campus next to the current
athletic fields, which include a soccer
field and baseball and softball diamonds.
In addition to a field hockey playing field,
the new facilities will include six tennis
courts, expansion of track and field facilities, and a parking lot. The anonymous
donor who gave the money for the project
also provided funds for lights at the soccer field last year.
The field will be made of synthetic
turf, the first of its kind in the area. Field
hockey coach Jan Trapp is excited. "This
will enhance our play and our program
tremendously. From the quality of play,
to t o u r n a m e n t s , to c a m p s , to o t h e r
sports—the benefits seem endless."
Because of the bounce of the ball, intercollegiate play is increasingly being done
on artificial turf. The field will not be
ready for the beginning of the upcoming
season, but will probably be completed
by late fall.
Vice president for b u s i n e s s and
finance Ken Martin points out an additional benefit in the area of gender equity. "Having parity in facilities for men's
and women's sports is something we are
concerned about. The building of the new
field for women's field hockey certainly
gets us closer to this important objective."
Messiah College is affiliated with
NCAA Division III and competes in 16
intercollegiate sports (eight women's and
eight men's) against other midstate colleges such as Elizabethtown and Dickinson. The field hockey team, coached
since 1973 by Trapp, has made it to the
NCAA final 16 in all but one of the years
since they joined the Middle Atlantic
Conference in 1984, and has made it to

the prestigious final four in 1990, 1992,
and 1994. Messiah hosted the final four
last year.
Adult degree completion program
graduates first class
Messiah College's DegreePath program graduated its first 10 students in a
ceremony at the college on August 6. Ten
graduates celebrated the completion of
the bachelor of science degree in nursing at the pinning ceremony. DegreePath
nursing coordinator Louann Zinsmeister
remarked that "these graduates can take
their degrees along with their experience
and make themselves very marketable in
the workplace."
Many of these adult students worked
at full-time jobs and maintained family
responsibilities while going to school
full-time. Through the DegreePath program, adults are able to finish the last two
years of a bachelor of science degree in
nursing through evening and weekend
classes. Courses are offered on a concentrated and accelerated basis at a special tuition rate for
adults.
Dr. Rod Niner,
director of the DegreePath program,
states, "These adults
are to be congratulated for their hard
w o r k and d e d i c a tion. They have pioneered a program
which will have approximately 60 students enrolled this fall. These students
have proven that this rigorous program
can be a c c o m p l i s h e d with a c a d e m i c
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integrity and excellence while maintaining family and job responsibilities."
Plan to visit campus open house
College-bound high school juniors and
seniors and their families are encouraged
to plan a visit to Messiah's Grantham
campus for an Open House Day this fall.
O p e n H o u s e D a y s , c o v e r i n g all
majors, will be held on Monday, Oct. 9,
and on Saturday, Oct. 28. The program,
beginning with registration at 9:00 a.m.,
includes a tour of the campus by current

Messiah students, an overview of college
life by academic, student development,
admissions, and financial aid personnel,
and a free lunch for all registered guests.
Departmental Open Houses, for students interested in certain areas of study,
are scheduled on three dates. Friday, Oct.
20, focuses on the Engineering, Mathematical Sciences, and Management and
Business Departments. Friday, Nov. 3,
highlights the Behavioral Science; History and Political Science; and Biblical and
Religious Studies Departments. And Fri-

day, Nov. 10, features the Music; Language, Literature and Communications;
and Visual and Theatrical Arts Departments. Departmental Open House Day
programs are similar to the general Open
House Day, except that the focus is only
on majors offered by the departments represented. Churches are encouraged to
sponsor youth group trips to the open
house programs.
Contact Mr. Paul Morgan, associate
director of admissions (717) 691-6000
for more information.

r)iecipleship for the 21st Century
Column editor's note: At a recent family gathering, 1 found displayed a short sermon authored by a deceased cousin. Rev.
Earl C. Brubaker, then pastor of the Church
of the Brethren at Salunga, Pa., prepared
this sermon for the local newspaper. It was
published in the Lancaster
Intelligencer
Journal on June 14, 1952. The message is
timeless, yet seems timely for 1995.1 share
it here with readers of this
column.—
Samuel M. Brubaker

"Life at its Best"
1 John 1:1-3
To whatever part of the Bible one may
turn, the direct or indirect reference of its
subject matter is to life. "Life at its Best"
is a subject that ought to be of interest to
everyone.
In the text of Scripture mentioned, life

Contributions invited for
Dialogue and Readers Respond
P e r s o n s c o n t r i b u t i n g to
Readers
Respond
(letters to the editor) are
encouraged to be concise. Letters may
be shortened. All letters must be signed.
Occasionally w e may decide to withh o l d n a m e s d u e to s p e c i a l c i r c u m stances.
Longer contributions are welcomed
f o r Dialogue,
a f o r u m f o r readers to
express their opinions on a broad range
of topics relevant to the mission of the
church and to living the Christian life.
Each article or letter represents the
view of the writer, and does not necessarily reflect the official position or policy of the Brethren in Christ Church or
this periodical.
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is presented in terms of a person. It is not
an abstract theory. It is something real.
This life is the life of God manifested in
his Son Jesus Christ and brought down to
our level in flesh and blood.

our Savior and Lord, he becomes to us an
experience of life that finds expression
in our hands for service in his name, our
feet for walking in his ways, and our
faces for reflecting his glory.

Christianity is more than a theory of
religion. It is an experience of life. It
ought to be to us what it was to the Apostles. It must be 'Someone' we experience.
An experience of a God who walks with
us, and not merely a God who dwells in a
temple whom we must go to worship. We
need to remember the solemn fact that
there comes a time in the life of every
person when God is in his hands. It is the
reverse of the usual conception of man in
the hands of God. That is always true,
but it is equally true that God in Christ is
in our hands. We must pass judgment
upon him. We must either affirm that he
is the Son of God and accept him as Savior, or we deny him as such. In our denial
he is unable to work the works of God in
and through us. It is indeed a solemn matter to pass judgment upon Jesus Christ.
However, when we accept him in faith as

Every provision of God has behind it a
reason and a purpose. Therefore, the message of the Bible is not primarily literary,
historical, or even religious, but a spiritual one. It sheds light on our darkness. It
deals with our sin. It provides for us a
rule of life. The United States government maintains a Bureau of Standards in
Washington where standard weights and
measures are kept as a basis for all the
nation's transactions. It is not a matter of
one merchant's opinion against another,
but what the standard says. So also in
matters of faith and life. It is not a matter
of one human opinion against another. It
is a matter of standard of authority. The
Bible constitutes a bureau of standards
with regard to faith and life. Only as we
recognize Divine authority, and live by
the Divine standard can we realize "Life
at its Best."
a

Focusing our Mission...

powerful message about evangelism and
church planting. I summarize his message in three sentences: "Give me a leader with a passion, a purpose, a focus to
reach the lost. Resources and growth will
follow such leadership. Financial resources are a low second on the scale of
what God requires to build his church."

continued from page 30

thing. The challenge is to discover people
gifted and emboldened to both lead and
focus our mission. Strong leadership is
imperative to build a church that is threedimensional—growing numerically from
conversions, discipling new believers,
and sending people out to reach the lost.
The value of focused leadership was
i m p r e s s e d u p o n the 1995 M i d w e s t
Regional Conference gathering. Larry
McCain of the Nazarene church gave a

Leadership has an awesome responsibility to help focus the mission of Brethren in Christ Church as we strive to bring
glory to God through "250 Growing, Discipling, Sending Congregations by A.D.
2000."
•
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~Qnesims
Dear Paul,
I rearranged the furniture in my apartment last night. What
a mess! Sawdust was everywhere. 1 scavenged a couple of
pieces of wood from the couch and turned the bed back into a
desk. That brings the total furniture count to a bed, a table, a
desk, three chairs, and a bookcase, all made from a pile of
scrap wood and an old closet door. It's been kind of a MoreWith-Less meets Bob Vila experience. I wonder what the
neighbors think about all the late-night handsaw and electric
drill noises. I don't know why real furniture seems like something to be avoided, although I do have the futon someone
gave me and the comfy chair from the thrift shop. I have to
agree with Thoreau, "Thank God, I can sit and I can stand
without the aid of a furniture warehouse."
Let me explain. When I left Colosse a year ago, I challenged myself to either build all my furniture or find it in
alleys or dumpsters. Maybe a little crazy, but when else in my
life will I be able to do this? It was part of the whole "trusting
God" thing I've been working on—buying things would be too
easy and not nearly as fun. So I slept on
the floor for a week or two while I waited for something to show up. Everything
hinged on finding a door. (Sorry.
Couldn't resist.) Sleeping on the floor
doesn't seem terribly strange considering there's a family from church living
in their tent trailer for a month. I guess
everything's relative. A lot of the people
I knew in Perga didn't even have floors.
They slept on the sidewalk most of the
year—steam grates in the winter.

and larder. The box of matches may stay, a small bag
of flour, some sugar and salt. A few moldy potatoes
already in the garbage can must be hastily rescued,
for they will provide much of tonight's meal. We will
leave a handful of onions, and a dish of dried beans.
All the rest we take away: the meat, the fresh vegetables, the canned goods, the crackers, the candy.
Now we have stripped the house: the bathroom has
been dismantled, the running water shut o f f , the electric wires taken out. Next we take away the house.
The family moves to the toolshed....
Finnerty's book asks the question, "Is there a lifestyle of
integrity for our time?" and proposes to be "a call to selfexamination in the wake of affluent overconsumption, pollution, waste, military spending, etc." It's good but the statistics
are a little dated, although maybe not for you. It's strange, but I
feel more sympathy for the "typical American family" in Heilbroner's example. I think we've been
largely diverted from the true meaning
of life, or at best distracted, our lives
"frittered away by detail." I guess that's
the problem of living in a post-neo-Climenhegian society.
The other weekend found me
camped on Pine Mountain considering
what it meant to live "deeply and deliberately." I realized a few weeks ago that
the clock has stopped now that I ' m out
of school. The familiar pattern of
semesters and summers has ended and
there's very little left to mark the passage of time. Just last night someone
asked me what I saw myself doing in
two or three years—not what I'd like to
be doing, but what I realistically expected. Ouch. I thought about the fact that 1 nearly spent this past
year teaching in Namibia. I thought about the MCC application
buried in my filing cabinet—completed but unmailed—and
about life on the streets of Perga. I thought about a lot of
things. And then I thought about my prayers on Pine Mountain
and the fact that two years isn't all that long, and answered that
I expect to be doing the same things I ' m doing now. It was
understood that I would still be having a total blast and have
no regrets.

I think we \e been
largely diverted
from the true
meaning of life, or
at best distracted,
our lives 'frittered
away by detail."

There's a passage from No More
Plastic Jesus by Adam Finnerty that
comes to mind. I was going to read it to
the kids in my Sunday school class the
other week when we played "refuge
camp." It was developed by economist
Robert Heilbroner and describes the transformation of a typical American family to a "typical family of the underdeveloped world."
We begin by invading the house of our imaginary
American family to strip it of its furniture.
Everything
goes: Beds, chairs, tables, television sets, lamps. We
will leave the family with a few old blankets, a kitchen
table, a wooden chair. Along with the bureaus go the
clothes. Each member of the family may keep in his
wardrobe his oldest suit or dress, a shirt or blouse.
We will permit a pair of shoes to the head of the family, but none for the wife or children.
We move into the kitchen. The appliances have
already been taken out, so we turn to the cupboards

I hate to admit it, but it looks like the road to Africa is
longer than I first had thought. Oh, well, I suppose getting
there is half the fun. It's been a good trip so far.
Grace and peace,
Onesimus

Readers may correspond with Onesimus by writing to him c/o the Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee,
Letters to Onesimus may be published unless they are marked "Personal-Not for
Publication."
September 1995
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Leadership and focus
by Harvey R. Sider
W h a t is the r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n
"focusing our mission" and "leadership"?
The longer one lives, the sharper is
the realization that focusing and leadership are inextricably woven together. A
person who is able to focus vision and
then provide leadership to the vision can
do amazing things. Repeatedly the secular and the sacred bear sharp testimony to
the power of united concentration and
leadership.
The first five books of the Old Testament indicate that M o s e s ' vision and
focus were key to lead his people out of
bondage. These qualities gave him the
faith, courage, and drive to forgo all the
benefits of the king's court, to trust God
for protection, direction, and sustenance
for forty difficult years in the desert, and
to endure the criticisms and complaints of
the people of God.
The power of a reluctant but a strong
leadership role combined with concentrating on the urgent task at hand enabled
Moses to create the possible out of the
impossible. His dependence upon God,
foundational to focus and leadership, was
key to Israel's deliverance. The summary
of Moses' story in Hebrews 11:23-30 is a
concise account of how God used an
available individual. Exceptional leadership and focus were modelled by people
like Joshua, Ruth, Esther, David, and a
host of others in the Old Testament.
J e s u s is o u r s u p r e m e e x a m p l e of
focused mission and leadership. His first
recorded words indicate his singleness of
purpose, " D o n ' t you k n o w I must be
a b o u t my F a t h e r ' s b u s i n e s s ? " ( L u k e

250 Growing, Discipling,
Sending Congregations
by A.D. 2000
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2:49). Nothing could detract him from
his emphasis to "seek and save the lost,"
(Luke 19:10). He set his face as a flint to
go to Jerusalem at the Passover, even
when he knew that it would culminate in
his death. From the beginning to the end
Jesus, our model leader, concentrated on
his mission.
Peter and Paul demonstrate the interrelationship between leadership and a
focused mission. Peter's role in the first
stages of the e x p a n s i o n of the early
church became an exciting chapter in the
spread of the Christian faith. He laid his
life on the line when his vision thrust him
through new doors in outreach ministries
(Acts 10-11). At great ecclesiastical risk
he witnessed to and accepted the Gentiles. Could a person of lesser leadership
gifts have convinced the church that this
paradigm shift was appropriate, indeed
a necessary act of obedience to God?
Paul's philosophy was clearly identified
in the words, "This one thing I do" (Phil.
3:13). His concentration on "one thing"
compelled him, by word and deed, to
map new paths into the future. Evangelism and the discipleship of new Christians b e c a m e the cutting edge of the
church because Paul was willing and able
to exert strong leadership.
Leaders who focused a vision have
profoundly influenced the church. Martin
Luther, Menno Simons, John Wesley,
and D. L. Moody are but a few who were
arrested by a new vision. Their concentration on an all-consuming passion led
the church into the Reformation movem e n t , t h e t h e o l o g i c a l e m p h a s e s of
Anabaptism and Wesleyan holiness, and
the primacy of evangelism.
Today we read books authored by
renowned leaders like Yonggi Paul Cho,
pastor of the world's largest church of
750,000 people (Seoul), Bill Hybels of
the 15,000 m e m b e r W i l l o w C r e e k
C h u r c h ( C h i c a g o ) , or J o h n
Maxwell, recently retired pastor of the largest Wesleyan
church with 3,000 members (San Diego). These
leaders have some things
in c o m m o n such as an
emphasis on prayer and
evangelism. In other ways
they are very different. Dr.
Cho is a charismatic whereas

the latter two are not. But all three of
these men have provided strong leadership while focusing their mission.
The Leadership Council, a team of ten
general church administrators (2 General
Church Leaders, 5 Bishops, 3 Executive
Directors) are diligently striving to focus
the vision of the Brethren in Christ that
will enable us to live and serve for the
glory of God. Every regional conference
had exposure to both a succinct statement, "250 Growing, Discipling, Sending
Churches by AD 2000," and an expansion of what this means. General Conference 1996 will provide further opportunity to explore how we can fulfill our
mission for God's glory. We can accomplish our mission only as leaders at all
levels arise to the challenge, accept leadership roles, and c o m m i t t h e m s e l v e s
wholeheartedly to fulfil the task.
At stake is the quality rather than the
quantity of leadership. The leadership
ability of people such as Moses and Paul
to focus their mission reflects a quality
that significantly impacted the church and
the world.
Lack of resources sometimes seems
to be an inhibiting factor in accomplishing a goal. However, rarely is this the
bottom line. Neither Moses nor Paul had
fiscal resources available but both were
instruments of God to change the course
of history.
At the congregational and denominational level, resources are important to
accomplish our vision. But much more
essential are people of faith and action,
leaders who are focused, committed to
let God use them to build "250 Growing,
Discipling, Sending C o n g r e g a t i o n s . "
Have we confused quality with quantity
of leadership? Gideon was far better off
with 300 than with an army of 10,000 or
22,000 men (Judges 7). History would
indicate that to secure more leaders, bishops, or pastors emphasizes the wrong
continued on page 28
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Editorial
...just like us...
Susan, our y o u n g e s t — a j u n i o r F a m i l y Studies m a j o r at
M e s s i a h C o l l e g e — h a s been impressed this s u m m e r with
the i m p o r t a n c e of prayer. In a f a r e w e l l note mailed f r o m
L o n d o n on her w a y to Nairobi, K e n y a , w h e r e she will be
studying at D a y s t a r University for the fall semester, Susan
wrote: " P l e a s e (I d o n ' t need to r e m i n d or ask you about
this) r e m e m b e r to pray ' e a r n e s t l y ' for m e (see J a m e s 5:1617)."
T h e Scripture is part of J a m e s ' instructions on the
prayer of faith:
Elijah was a man just like us. He prayed
earnestly that it would not rain, and it did not
rain on the land for three and a half years.
Again he prayed, and the heavens gave rain,
and the earth produced its crops.

believe that p o w e r f u l , effective prayer can be done only by
a f e w rare spiritual giants. That is a tragic misunderstanding. R e m e m b e r , J a m e s says Elijah " w a s a m a n j u s t like us."
You probably have heard s o m e o n e glibly say, "I'll pray
for that c o n c e r n , " almost as an excuse f r o m getting physically involved in Christian m i n i s t r y — w h e t h e r it be actual
witnessing or some other area of the Christian life. Others
seem to relegate prayer to the sidelines or a p p r o a c h it as a
last resort, "if all else fails."
As the feature articles in this m o n t h ' s Visitor indicate,
prayer is at the heart of the Christian l i f e — s p e c i f i c a l l y in
the twin t h e m e s of e v a n g e l i s m and revival. With r e n e w e d
vigor, let us c o m b i n e fervent prayer with dedicated action,
so that G o d ' s p o w e r can be released in our personal lives
and in the life of our congregations.
G

Unfortunately, far too m a n y Christians appear to

...after a few years.
I ' v e said it b e f o r e , I ' l l say it again: "If there is a n y o n e
I ' d give m y life for, it w o u l d be R o y Sider." Well, that is
past, I guess, n o w that he is gone, and I d i d n ' t e v e n get to
his f u n e r a l ! It w a s over b e f o r e I heard. I guess I had said
m y g o o d - b y e w h e n I visited h i m in the nursing h o m e . H e
w a s n ' t c a p a b l e of u n d e r s t a n d i n g g o o d - b y e that day.
A l z h e i m e r ' s , they w e r e pretty sure.
I r e m e m b e r R o y being ordained. " T h e youngest pastor
in the c h u r c h , " e v e r y o n e said. "Too y o u n g , " s o m e said.
" T h e best w e h a v e h a d , " m o s t said, within a f e w years.
T h e y d i d n ' t all appreciate his w i f e in those days. "Too
beautiful f o r a p a s t o r ' s w i f e , " s o m e said. "Too p e r m i s s i v e , "
others said. " T h e best w e ' v e ever k n o w n , " m o s t said, within a f e w years.
I r e m e m b e r h o w the S h e r k s t o n church g r e w under their
ministry. We lived a f e w short miles a w a y in those days. I
was j u s t getting into m y teens, but I a d m i r e d R o y and he
noticed m e . Youth Rally at Sherkston, c a m p m e e t i n g s nearby, regional c o n f e r e n c e s . G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e s , and soon he
was b i s h o p of the C a n a d i a n C o n f e r e n c e . "Too s o o n , " s o m e

said. "Too y o u n g , " some said. " T h e best w e ' v e h a d , " m o s t
said, within a f e w years.
I r e m e m b e r their visit to Virginiatown. We had just
m o v e d in to do mission w o r k a m o n g the transient miners
and their mixed up families. O u r b o x e s w e r e n ' t u n p a c k e d .
"Too s o o n , " they said. " T h e most m e m o r a b l e and the best
visit w e ever h a d , " w e said, after a f e w years.
I r e m e m b e r h o w R o y sparked our enthusiasm for outreach in V B S — 1 5 0 and 1 5 5 — t w o schools the s a m e week.
H e sparked our fire for S u n d a y school. W e held a b a n n e r
for one of the fastest g r o w i n g in the c o n f e r e n c e . H e f a n n e d
our spark of love and burden for the North. H e had it too.
"Too far," s o m e said. "Too cold," s o m e said. "Too m a n y
black flies," some said. " T h e best there is," most residents
said, after a f e w years.
I r e m e m b e r Roy being there w h e n w e crashed. H e forgave us, picked us up, gave us a f r e s h start. "Too busy,"
s o m e said. "Too s o o n , " s o m e said. "Too p e r m i s s i v e , " s o m e
said. " T h e best marriage ever," m y w i f e and I say now,
after a f e w years.
Eldon Byer

Eldon Byer is beginning a pastoral assignment at the Red Star congregation, Leedey, Oklahoma. Roy Sider's obituary is on page 24.
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"My anchor
to windward"
On the evening of June 11, during a vicious
thunderstorm, 19 people affirmed the covenant of
membership with the Chambersburg Brethren in
Christ Church. Seven were baptized. All shared
how they had come to follow Jesus Christ. Each
story was unique and moving. Here's one of them,
from Arthur Riendeau, Jr., who with his wife Vicki,
joined the church that night.
In a 1858 speech, Abraham Lincoln noted, "You
can fool all the people some of the time, and some
of the people all of the time, but you cannot fool all
the people all of the time." I think I might've proven
Abe Lincoln wrong—at least I gave it a good shot
for a long time. I fooled a lot of people.
I was never in trouble in school, stood well up in
the top 10 percent, worked many hours in my spare
time to help the family, got an appointment to Annapolis
pretty much on my own, graduated, and, by act of Congress,
became an officer and a gentleman in the U.S. Navy.
By the world's standards, I continued to do those things
that would qualify me as a success—steady promotions, lots
of responsibility, my own submarine command at 34. More
promotions and awards followed and there I was, a captain,
42 years old, lots of horizons ahead.
What nobody but I knew—I think—is that I was a first
class, A-l sinner. There wasn't a commandment I hadn't broken discreetly (most of them many times). If you'd asked if I
was a Christian, I'd have answered "Yes," but Jesus had no
real part in my life.
Some of the constraints imposed on me by my station in
life evaporated when I left the Navy. I thought society's
expectations of me were different since I no longer had to
uphold the dignity of my rank and uniform. I even walked out
on marriage—for freedom, I thought.
Within a year I was in Washington, doing OK financially,
getting ready to marry again. The following year we were
blessed with a son—how much of a blessing I didn't comprehend. I do now.
Three years passed. We visited churches and chapels occasionally and John was baptized, but all this was more for convention's sake than from a genuine desire to seek God. I
remember being curious about what it meant to be "saved"
when I heard my secretary use that term in describing a

revival she'd been to. I asked her twice what it meant—I really wanted to know—but she didn't answer.
I lost my job on the same day I signed a six-figure mortgage. A life-time of self-sufficiency was called into question
that day. I had no anchor to windward. While running around
a track at dawn a few days later, I prayed, "I don't know if
You're there or really who You are, but if You hear me, I
need help, now!"
God did hear!
Within a few weeks, I had a new job and I felt happier and
calmer than I ever had. We went to a church near our new
home and were swamped by love. Whatever this was, I wanted more of it. When I was visited two weeks later by a gentle,
loving clergyman from that church, I found out what it meant
to be saved—personally!
The blessings that have poured out on me and my family
since then make me feel as though a giant pinata has broken
over us. A strong marriage, a Christian family, now including
a daughter, too—and all of us true children of God. He has
strengthened me against the world and has been with me in a
very real way.
There are still cloudy days now and then, but his love and
peace have made a new man of me. He is my anchor to windward. There is no storm too great for me now.
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